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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
It is striking (but not uncharacteristic) that the « first » question asked about
higher dimensional geometry is yet unsolved:
Is every simply connected 3-manifold homeomorphic with S3 ?
(Its original wording is slightly more general than this, and is false: H. Poincare,
Analysis Situs (1895).) The difficulty of this problem (in fact of most three-dimensional
problems) led mathematicians to veer away from higher dimensional geometric
homeomorphism-classificational questions.
Except for Whitney's foundational theory of differentiable manifolds and imbeddings (1936) and Morse's theory of Calculus of Variations in the Large (1934) and,
in particular, his analysis of the homology structure of a differentiable manifold by
studying critical points of 0°° functions defined on the manifold, there were no
classificational results about high dimensional manifolds until the era of Thorn's
Cobordisme Theory (1954), the beginning of" modern 9? differential topology.
(Classificational theorems did, however, exist for differentiable manifolds with
(<
additional structure 3?, for example, homogeneous spaces and Lie groups.)
Instead, geometry was being approached with great success by the methods of
algebraic topology which studies questions not of homeomorphism — but of homotopyequivalence, a notion much looser than homeomorphism and amenable to algebraic
techniques.
In contrast to the quiet of higher dimensional research, three-dimensional geometry
had grown floridly, its most magnificent results being idiosyncratic to dimension three (for
the most part ungeneralizeable). The goal of much of this research was to solve the
problem stated above (the Poincare conjecture).
J. H. C. Whitehead (1939) motivated by his work in three-dimensional geometry
(and by the desire to strengthen algebraic-topological techniques so that they reach
closer to homeomorphism questions), developed the notion of Simple Homotopy
Equivalence, an equivalence more " geometrically rigid " than homotopy equivalence,
yet still amenable to algebraic techniques. With the aid of this theory he succeeded
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in proving certain " stable 35 geometric results. NotablyV IfC^ is a compact contractible
(combinatorial) manifold, then
C^xD^D^,
for some large k (the isomorphism being again combinatorial).
The classificational work of Smale (1961) reconsidered geometric questions from
scratch. His researches began with thorough scrutiny of geometric information derivable
from classical Morse theory. They revealed that in many ways geometry becomes
cc
easier " beyond the embarrassing dimensions 3, 4. His analysis, remarkably, became
fully applicable only when the dimension of the manifold was greater than four. The
key idea of his work was to construct nicer and nicer functions on differentiable manifolds,
according to an inductive scheme, and then to make novel geometric use of Poincare
duality. By means of these techniques he succeeded in proving
a) The Generalized Poincare Conjecture in dimensions greater than four.
b) The A-cobordisme theorem: two simply connected manifolds (dimension greater
than four) are A-cobordant if and only if they are diffeomorphic.
c ) Existence of Morse functions: a function with prescribed non-degenerate critical
points (i.e. data) exists on a simply connected manifold without boundary if and only
if a certain homology-theoretic condition holds (the Morse inequalities).
This paper is an exercise in understanding and extending these geometric ideas
of Smale $ it grew out of a seminar conducted by Serge Lang and myself on the Generalized
Poincare Conjecture atHarvard (1962).
Whereas Smale treats only simply connected issues, dealing with " single dimensions
at a time ", one of the aims of this paper is to provide a direct analysis of the general case.
The theory of simple homotopy types has shown itself to be natural and basic for these
purposes, and by strikingly elementary geometric arguments, the general question of the
existence of Morse functions may be reduced to questions in this theory. This needs
some explanation:
The c( fundamental theorem of Morse theory " says:
Let / be a C00 function on M^ constant on 8M with only nondegenerate critical
points p^ • • • ? A suc!1 Aat

/(A)</(A)<...</(A).
(Such a function will be called a Morse function.} And let M,cM be the submanifold
M^{meM\f(m)<c}
where ^ is a real number such that

/(A)<^</(A+i).
Then, of course,
and
6
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where k^ is the index of/at the critical point p^ and
9, : 8D^ x D^-^z -> OM,_, cM,_i
is a differentiable imbedding (i.e. " going past " a critical point of index k corresponds
to attaching a thickened cell of dimension k).
Consequently, any Morse function f on M induces a very strict kind of geometric
decomposition of M
MwD^x D^^D^ x D^-^ . . . u^D^ x D"-^
which provides much information concerning the geometric structure of M.
The attitude taken in this paper is that, at times, it is also useful to disregard some
of the rigid information contained in such a decomposition. By <c unthickening " each
of the thickened cells D^ X D""^, one may pass to a cell decomposition:
M, ^ X,=D^D^u . . . u^D^
so that

Xo cX^u . . . cX^ == X

and

X,=X^u^

where the

9, : aD^-^X,_i

are just continuous maps.
The map s : M—^X still preserves much structure of M; it is a simple homotopy
equivalence (once Whitehead's notion is extended to be applicable to such cell
decompositions, X).
Of course, the Morse function / doesn't give rise to a unique " differentiable
decomposition "
M=UM,
i

of M, nor is there a unique way of unthickening the decomposition U M^ to yield the cell
i

decomposition X = = U X ^ .

However, there are natural equivalence notions for diffe-

i

rentiable decompositions and for cell decompositions (equivalence classes of these I call
differentiable cell filtrations and cell filtrations respectively), so that any differentiable
filtration " unthickens " to yield a unique cell filtration, and any Morse function yields
a unique differentiable filtration, which unthickens to a unique cell filtration.
The prime concern in this paper is to construct all geometric (differentiable)
filtrations of an arbitrary differentiable manifold.
The problem will be solved by being reduced to simple-homotopy theory.
In the simply connected case, for example (where homotopy theory and simple
homotopy theory coincide), our solution will yield (as corollaries) the theorems of Smale.
We will be faced with the following task: Given a simple homotopy equivalence
s : M-»X of a differentiable manifold M with a cell decomposition, when is there a
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differentiable filtration of M which unthickens to X and whose unthickening map is s ?
This is a functorially refined version of the problem of constructing Morse functions
with prescribed data.
Our first approach to this problem is oblique (chapter IV). Instead of fixing M
and asking for differentiable nitrations of it, we fix X and ask for all differentiable
filtrations which, when unthickened, yield X. Any such differentiable filtration will
be called a neighborhood of X, and the set of n-dimensional neighborhoods of X will be
denoted ^"(X). ^^(X) is a " functor " on cell decompositions and the crucial
theorem proved is that ^n{X.) is dependent only upon the simple homotopy type
o f X i f 7 z > d i m X + 3 (see Chapter VIII):
Non-Stable Neighborhood Theorem. — If f: X-^Y is a simple homotopy
equivalence of (properly ordered) cell decompositions, f induces an isomorphism
y(n) ;J/-n(X) ^^(Y)

ifn^max{dimX,dimY}+3. (Isomorphism means a one-one correspondence where
corresponding manifolds are diffeomorphic.)
The number 3 is crucial. By examples, the theorem may be seen to be best
possible. Full application of this theorem is not made in this paper (i.e. the same
result for ^>max{dim X, dim Y}+5 is considerably easier to prove, and would
suffice for uses here), however it is necessary in order to obtain best possible results in
the " relative theory " (forthcoming), which generalizes Smale's A-cobordisme theory
to nonsimply connected manifolds. The term neighborhood is justifiable to some
extent by the results of Chapter VI: if K c M is a simplicial complex nicely imbedded
in a differentiable manifold, there is a neighborhood N of the cell decomposition induced
by K such that K c N c M (N being a differentiable submanifold of M). It is not,
however, a neighborhood in the sense that X always admits a natural imbedding
into Ne^^X). In some ways, a neighborhood of a cell decomposition behaves as
if it were a generalization of a cell bundle — (actually it plays more of the role of a
cc
co-neighborhood 59 ).
It is useful to introduce the notion of geometric dimension. A differentiable
manifold M has geometric dimension less than or equal to k (geom dim M^A) if M
possesses a differentiable filtration which is a neighborhood of (unthickens to) a cell
decomposition X such that dim X< k.
A first application of the nonstable neighborhood theorem is the following existence
theorem for n-manifolds whose geometric dimension is less than n—2.
Theorem. — Let s : M^-^X be a simple homotopy equivalence between the
differentiable ^-manifold M" and the cell filtration X. Assume:
dimX^n—3
geom dim M n <7^—3.
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Then there exists a differentiable filtration <J^ of M which is a neighborhood of X, with
unthickening map s.
This is a best possible general statement ; for oriented manifolds without boundary,
however, more can be said. Here, along with Smale, one makes use of Poincare duality.
If M is a manifold without boundary, and ^ a differentiable filtration of M,
-^^/
by turning M upside-down one obtains a different filtration ^ (the dual filtration).
Thus, filtrations come in dual pairs, and they unthicken to pairs of cell filtrations X, X,
which obey a kind of homotopy theoretic duality, made explicit in Chapter X. They
__

/"s./

are said to be paired into M. The notion of two cell decompositions X, X being " paired
into M 5? is a simple-homotopic-theoretic one. The existence theorem for oriented
manifolds without boundary (chapter X) is:
Theorem. — Let M^ be an oriented manifold without boundary, 72^7.

;i

Let

M" -^X.

x

/^^

/^/

be a pairing of X, X to M.n. Then there are dual differentiable filtrations e^, ^ of
M^ which realize (up to similarity) the pairing (y,^). This means that 9, y are
filtration- and orientation-preservation maps of^toX.e^f to X, respectively.
Consequently, cell differentiable filtrations of an oriented manifold without boundary may be " constructed " by simple-homotopy-theoretic means. As a result one
gets existence of Morse functions with prescribed critical points if and only if a certain
simple-homotopy-theoretic problem can be solved. The Smale theorem follows, for
instance, that if M^ is A-connected (^^.7) a Morse function on M^^ may be constructed
with a unique maximum and minimum and all other critical points of index greater
than k, less than n—k. Because of its great interest a more direct proof of this is
given (for n^ 6) rather than obtaining it as a corollary of the general existence theorem
(Chapter IX). From the above Smale theorem one immediately obtains the Generalized
Poincare conjecture for n'> 6, of course. (The obstreperous dimension 5 may be treated
separately.)
The stable theory of ^rn (X) (that is, n large compared to dim X) is discussed
fully in chapter XI.
It seems to me that the results of that theory may be of some interest (the methods
are standard). In the stable situation, ^(^(X) may be seen to be in natural one-one
r^i

correspondence with KO(X), and the group of isotopy classes of automorphisms
of Ne^^(X) (which are homotopic to the identity) is isomorphic with [X, OoJ (the
group of homotopy classes of maps of X into O^, the infinite orthogonal group).
A (c suspension theorem " is proved. There are natural suspension isomorphisms:
j ^^X) ^ ^^(X)

ifn>2 dim X.
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Independently of the nonstable theory, by quite trivial methods, a stable neighborhood
theorem may be proved ; i.e. that ^(X) depends only upon the simple homotopy
type of X. As a corollary of this, one obtains that if
f\M^->M^

is a simple homotopy equivalence of the differentiable manifolds, M^, M^, then any
differentiable A-cell bundle E^ over M^{k>n) is diffeomorphic with a A;-cell
bundle E^k over M|? by a diffeomorphism 9 : E^^-E^ such that

E1n + f c

E,-n+fc
I^
^

MF

M^

is homotopy-commutative.
This last fact has been announced in [2], and has as corollary the following:
Let /: M^->M? be a simple homotopy equivalence of differentiable manifolds
which is tangential (i.e. /^^T^, where T, is the stable vector bundle class of the tangent
bundle of M^. (1=1,2)). Then there is a diffeomorphism

M? x D^ -^ M^ x D^

M,

M,

such that the above diagram is homotopy commutative. This provides a complement
to the " open " situation discussed in [2].
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CHAPTER II

TERMINOLOGY AND FOUNDATIONAL THEOREMS
FOR DIFFERENTIAL TOPOLOGY
Standard Spaces.
R": Euclidean space of re-dimension, taken with its vector space structure.
It is endowed with its linear metric || || given by: ifx= (x^, ..., ^)eR",

IMI =\/^
Dn[r)cRn : The closed unit cell (disc) of radius reR in R".

It is given by:

Dn{r)={xeRn\\\x\\<r}.
Let D n = D n ( I ) be the disc of radius i.

There is an identification

d^ : DnxDm-^Dn+m,
given by Douady (Seminaire Cartan, 1961-1962, Exp. 3, p. 5). It is obtained by
smoothing the angles of D" x D^ about W x BD^
In practice I will consider D71 X D^ and D n + w " identified 55 by the correspondence d^.
The i-cell D1 will be denoted by I. For typographical convenience I shall
sometimes denote D^r) by D^ where no confusion will arise.
S^ The unit sphere in R^-1-1:
Sn=={xeRn+l\\\x\\=l}
D^ (r)^ : The " polar cap of" radius " r " in S":
D^{r)=[x={x,, ...^JeS-I^^V/^^lfon^r^o.
D^r)^^^^, ..., A-JeS" | x^—\/i—r2] for i>r^o.
0^ is the Lie group of orthogonal transformations on R71. There is a natural
inclusion j^ : 0^->0^ for m>_n generated by the natural inclusion of Rn in R"" as
an 72-dimensional subspace.
11
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Differential Topological Notions.
By differentiable manifold I shall mean of class C00, as will be made explicit in
the section below, on " Creased Manifolds ". By map I shall mean differentiable map
of class G00 on the interior of the manifold on which it is defined, and I am a bit more
lenient concerning its nature on the boundary of the differentiable manifold (again as
will be seen in the section on <( creased manifolds 9? ). If M, N are differentiable manifolds,
M » N connotes a differentiable isomorphism between M and N. 8M will denote
the boundary of M, considered again as a differentiable manifold. The tangent bundle
of a differentiable manifold W will be denoted T(M). The tangent space at the
point peM will be called Ty = T^,(M). If /: M->N is a differentiable map, its induced
map on T(M) is denoted
^:T(M)->T(N).
Sixnplicial Notions.
A" will denote the yz-simplex. An may be assumed " standardly " imbedded in R"
by associating its vertices (do, . . . , < ) with the set of vectors (^, s^, ..., sj in R71 where
£0=0
£,==(0, . . ., 0, I, 0, . . ., 0)

z>o,

(the nonzero entry ofs^. being at the i^ place).
Thus An may be thought of as possessing a metric.
Very often it will be desirable, given M, a differentiable manifold, to form the union
Mu^-iD^M*
where D^cS'1"1 == 8D71 is identified with a patch on the boundary ofD n and D^c 8M
is identified (as well) with a patch on 8M. It is easily seen that
M^Mu^-iD^M*
and therefore the manifold M* will be said to be obtained from M by performing an cc irrelevant
addition ".
Two simplicial complexes K^, Kg are equivalent if they have isomorphic refinements
in the sense of barycentric subdivision. If K is a simplicial complex, K^ is its A-skeleton.
Let A^^A^ be the A-skeleton of A71. Then
A^== ^ e A ^ S ^ A ^ ) ^
4

where S{x, A^) is the distance from x to A^cA" with respect to the canonical metric
on A^
For the definition of regular neighborhood, see [14].
Any differentiable manifold possesses a C^compatible triangulation, unique up
to combinatorial equivalence. See [15].
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Topological Notions.
If XDA, YDB are topological spaces and /: A^B a continuous map, then Yu.X
will denote the quotient space
V
Y Yux
Yu/X==———
/
(-/)

of the disjoint union of X and Y with respect to the equivalence relation generated
by 0^)5 which is defined as follows:
a^fb,

tor aeA,

6eB,

if and only if f{a) --= b.
If f \ G->D is a continuous map, then the mapping cylinder M is defined as
follows:
M^==Yu^o}X
where Y= G X I, B==C x{o}, X = A = D .
If WcY and WcX, then
Yu^X=Yu,X

where i: W^-W is the identity map.
If X and Y are topological spaces, then X^Y denotes the existence of a homotopy equivalence between X and Y. The identity map of a space X will be denoted
i == ix : X->X. [X, Y] denotes the set ofhomotopy classes of continuous maps from X
to Y. If f: X->Y is a continuous map, Imy'will denote the image set and [f] the
homotopy class off. If 9 : D" X D^^X is a map, I will use 9 : Dn->X to denote the
restriction of 9 to Dn X {o}.
If M and N are differentiable manifolds, an isotopy 9^ : M - ^ N , o ^ ^ i is a
differentiable map 9 : I X M->N such that 9^ is an imbedding for each tel. Then 9^
and 91 are said to be isotopic, denoted 9o ^ 9i •
Vector Bundle Notions.
For the definition and terminology regarding vector bundles, I refer to [6]. If T]
is a vector bundle over M, a differentiable manifold, there is (up to differentiable equivalence) a unique differentiable vector bundle T]' over M such that T] is equivalent to T]'
as topological vector bundles.
/"•»»/
V^M) is the set of equivalence classes of A:-plane bundles over M. KO(M) is
the Grothendieck group generated by vector bundles over M.
/^/

y^/

It is classical that V^M) ^> KO(M) is a bijection for A;>dimM, where (B is the
natural map.
If T] is a vector bundle, £(•/]) is its total space, regarded as a differentiable manifold ;
13
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any vector bundle T] over a paracompact manifold possesses a Riemannian metric,
with respect to which one may define the cell bundle:
E(r)=^eE[[[^[[^r}

forr>o.

Trivially, if r^ r^>o, then E{r^) is isomorphic with E^) as differentiable cell bundles,
and the canonical class of differentiable cell bundles determined by T] is denoted D
If UcM is a subset, the restriction of D^ to U is denoted D (U).
The trivial A;-plane bundle will be denoted i^. If /: X-.Y is a continuous map
and T] a vector bundle over Y, then the pull-back of-/], via/, considered as a vector bundle
over X, will be denoted/"T].
Creased Manifolds.
In the course of the theory to be presented, there will be perpetual need for the
process of glueing two manifolds together on non-proper patches of their boundaries,
of angle-straightening, of taking cartesian products of manifolds with boundary.
All three processes take one out of the realm of differentiable manifolds with
smooth boundary, and there are a variety of way of legitimizing these processes.
My policy with regard to such questions which arise in the course of somewhat
detailed proofs, is to ignore them. The most elaborate treatment of" angle smoothing 5?
in the literature is: A. Douady, Seminaire.Cartan, 1961-1962, Exposes i, 2, 3. Douady's
treatment suffices for the purposes of this paper. (One might eventually hope for a
quite general existence and uniqueness theorem for smoothing creased manifolds in the
direction of the Cairns-Hirsch smoothing theory [2].)
In general, the manifolds with which we will deal are creased manifolds (« varietes
a bords anguleux » of Douady), and, by abuse of language, I will often refer to
bijective mappings between manifolds which are diffeomorphisms outside " creases " as:
isomorphisms.
Local Linearization.
The following lemma is well-known [8]:
Proposition L — (Tubular Neighborhood Lemma.)

Let E(r) be a differentiable cell bundle (endowed with Riemannian metric)
over M, r>o. Let A be a closed submanifold of M, E^(r) the part of the bundle
over A. Let
f: E(r)-^W
^:E(r)-^W
be imbeddings such that if i : M->E(r) is the zero cross-section,

14

a)

foi==goi

b

f\W==g\W.

)
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Then, there is an r^>o, an automorphism a : W—^W (isotopic to the identity), such
that a|/E^(^) is the identity map, and an orthogonal bundle map X : E->E such
that X|E^ is the identity, such that
E(r,) -^ W

E(r,) -^ W
is commutative. This implies the existence of unique tubular neighborhoods about
imbedded submanifolds.
General Position.
Proposition I I . — (Stable Imbedding Theorem,)
If A:>27Z+2,y: M^-^W^ a continuous map, there is a unique isotopy class of
differentiable imbeddings of]VT in W^, in the same homotopy class as/. See [i6], [6].
Proposition I I I . — (Isotopy Extension Theory.)
Let VcM, be differentiable manifolds, compact without boundary, then any
isotopy h^: V->W is extendable to an isotopy H( : M->W. See [8].
In applying Propositions III, IV in the course of the proof, I shall often not give
the precise bounds for k, and merely say: for k large enough. I shall often indicate
that II, III are being invoked in the course of a proof by the phrase: " By General
Positionality 5?. Similarly I shall invoke proposition I by the phrase: <c By the Tubular
Neighborhood Lemma 9? .
In Chapter IX a more delicate version of intersection removal will be needed,
which is also foundational:
Proposition IV. — Let A, B, C be compact differentiable manifolds, /:A->G,
g : B-^C imbeddings. Then there is an imbedding h: B->C, homotopic to g {h^g)^
such that h and / intersect transversally (i.e. for each point j&e/(A)nA(B) the subspaces
rf/{T^(A)} and ^{T,-^(B)} generate T,(C)).
In the case where dim G = dim A + dim B, the intersection set /(A) nA(B) consists
in a finite number of points, p^ ...,^, the tangent planes df{Tf-^p.) (A)} and
rfA{T/t-i(p.)(A)} being complementary subspaces in Tp.(C).
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CHAPTER III

FILTRATIONS
As mentioned in the introduction, the geometric information about a differentiable
manifold M given by a Morse function/on M may be summed up by the (c recipe 5?
for constructing M as a union of thickened cells (handles), each one corresponding to
a critical point of/, as guaranteed by the Fundamental Theorem of Morse Theory.
Hence any Morse function / gives rise to a decomposition of M,

M= U M,
where M, is built from M,_i as follows:
M,==M,_iU. D"t xD^-^
i
and
9, : 8W xD^-^ -» BM,_iCM,_i
is a differentiable imbedding. Clearly, the 9, are not uniquely determined by/, but
they are determined up to a natural equivalence.
Again, in the spirit of the introduction, we may systematically ignore the differentialtopological information obtained and pass from the Morse function / (or equivalently,
from the decomposition M==u^M,) to a cell complex X which provides a description
of the homotopy structure (in fact, the simple homotopy structure) of M.
The purpose of this chapter is to formalize the two brands of filtration (discussed
in the introduction),
M=UM,;
i=0

X=UX,
i=0

(c

up to their natural equivalence ", and to study the relations between them.

Differential-

v

geometric decompositions, M== U M^ will be called differentiable cell filiations, and equii=0

v

valence classes of the homotopy decompositions, X= U X^ will be called cell filtrations.
i=o

Definition (3.1). — A differentiable cell decomposition, M", is a sequence of
differentiable ^-dimensional manifolds (M == (Mg, M^, . . ., M) (i.e. <c M == U M^ 35 )) such
that
'
M,=M,_^D^xD72-^
16
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where

cp,: BD^xD^-^-^M^i
is an imbedding. I assume Mo=0.
A cell decomposition, X, is a sequence of topological spaces,

X== (XQ, ..., XJ
(i.e. (( X = U X , 5 ? ) such that X,=X,_iU^D^ where 9, : BD^->X,_i is a continuous
map.

Assume Xo==0.

Maps of (differ entiable) cell decompositions. — By a map of (differentiable)
cell decompositions I shall mean a pair
(/, co) : X->Y
for X, Y cell decompositions (differentiable or not), where
X = (X-03

• • ' 3 XJ

Y==(Yo, ...,YJ
such that

a)

^ : { i , . . . , v } - > { i , ..., (x}

is a monotonic function.
b)

/:X,-^Y,

is a map such that /(X^)cY^.
By an inclusion map 9 : X->Y will be meant a map (9, o) : X->Y where
G)(j)==sj^== i, . . . , v . By ^filtration homotopy of any filtered object y; : X^-Y will
be meant a map ^ for o^0<i such that ^ preserves filtrations at each stage for
some monotonic function (x) (i.e.
y;(X,)cY^
for i = = i , . . . , co)
and f^ is a homotopy.
Let X be a cell decomposition,
^== (^03

• • * 3 Xj

X-X,^,u^D^.

There is a natural injection
T^(X,, X,_i) <- ^(D^, ^D^)
by inclusion.

Since D"» possesses a natural orientation, there is a natural isomorphism
^(^X^^-Z

of the rational integers onto TT^.(X,, X,_i).
77
3
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Similarly, if M is a differentiable cell decomposition, there is a natural injection,
T^(M,, M,_i) <- 7r^(D^ x D"-7^ ^D^ x Dn-ni)

Z

Equivalence of (differentiable) cell decompositions. — Two cell decompositions X, Y
X=(Xo, ...,XJ

Y=(YO,...,YJ
X^X^u^m;

Y,=Y,_,u^D^

will be called equivalent if
a

)

and there are maps

v = pi, ^ = m^
(/, i) : X->Y
Q?, i) : Y-^X

^

^(X,,X,_,) -^ 7r,.(Y,,Y,_,)

Z
The above diagram is commutative for all i= i, ..., v where
f,: ^(X,, X,_,) -> ^(Y,, Y,_,)
is the homomorphism induced by f.
c ) There are filtration preserving homotopies of^/to ix and^ to ly.
If X and Y are equivalent, I shall write
X^Y.
To paraphrase the definition of equivalence given above, one might simply say
that two cell decompositions are equivalent if there is a filtration-preserving homotopy
equivalence between them, which " preserves " the homotopy class of attaching maps.
Two differentiable cell decompositions M, N will be called equivalent if there is a
filtration-preserving diffeomorphism
/:M-^N
such that

7^.(M,,M,_J -^ T^.(N,, N,_,)

Z

18

i==i, . . . , v
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where the vertical maps are the natural ones (i.e. an equivalence between differentiable
cell decompositions is a filtration-preserving diffeomorphism which " preserves " orientation of attached handles).
Very useful is the following easily proved lemma:
Lemma (3.2). — Any equivalence {f, i) : X—^X from an object X to itself is
filtration-homotopic to the identity.
By virtue of Lemma 3.2 (which disclaims the existence of" automorphisms "), one
may pass, functorially to filtration-homotopy equivalence classes of cell decompositions.
Definition (3.3). — A cell filtration will denote an equivalence class of cell
decompositions. If X, Y are cell nitrations, a map f\ X->Y will be a filtrationhomotopy class of maps of representative cell decompositions.
A differentiable cell filtration will denote an equivalence class of differentiable
cell decompositions.
Remarks. — Lemma 3.2 insures that the notion of map, above, is independent of
the representative cell decompositions. Since the analogue of (3.2) is false for differentiable cell decompositions, one cannot talk, as easily, of maps from differentiable
cell nitrations to differentiable cell filtrations (or if one does, one must be slightly
careful).
After Definition 3.3, we may refer to the category of cell-filtrations whose maps
are defined as in 3.3. Denote this category by the letter y. I shall refer in the sequel
also to ^(n), the subcategory of ^ consisting of objects X such that dim X^TZ.
The category of differentiable cell decompositions I shall denote by Q^.
A natural relation between cell filtrations which is slightly weaker than equivalence
is the notion of similarity (this will be used only in Chapter X): A similarity f: X->Y
between two cell filtrations is a filtration and <c orientation "-preserving homotopyequivalence. By orientation-preserving, I mean that the homology diagrams
H,.(X,,X^O -^ H.(Y,,Y,_J

^.(D^, aD"o
n

z
are commutative.
Unthickening a differentiable cell filtration to obtain a cell filtration. — A
differentiable cell decomposition is a " recipe " for constructing a differentiable manifold
by successively adding thickened handles
M=(Mo, ...,M,)
M^M^u^D^xD^-^
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Using the same recipe, we may construct a coarser object: a sequence of topological
spaces (Xo, ..., XJ and compatible continuous maps 7^ : M^-^X^, i==o, .. ., v, such
that the sequence
^ = (^-o? • • -3 X^,)
is a cell decomposition.
Inductively one may construct the (X^ TTJ as follows: assume 7^._i : M^_i-^X^_i
given. Define
X,=X,_,u^m

where ^ : ^D^->X^_^ is taken to be the composite map
BD^ -^ 3D"' x {0} -> BD^ x D^-^ ->
BM,^ -> M,_i
T
/

With this definition it is clearly seen that T^. : M^->X^ may be defined uniquely
up to homotopy class by requiring that
TT,:(MO, ...,M,)-^(Xo, ...,X,)
is a homotopy equivalence of sequences that preserves homotopy class of attaching maps.
The eventual cell decomposition X, obtained by this unthickening process, is
uniquely determined up to equivalence. Thus it is unique as a cell filtration. If M
is a differentiable cell filtration, in this manner one may construct a cell filtration X
(its unthickening) which I will denote by pM, and a projection

7r:M^X===pM
which is a filtration-preserving homotopy equivalence which respects the orientation of
attaching maps.
In more austere precision:
Proposition (3.4). — There is an

<c

unthickening functor "

p : Q ->y

assigning to any differentiable cell filtration M, a cell filtration pMe^" together with
a filtration preserving homotopy equivalence
px : M-^X
where X is any cell decomposition in the equivalence class pM. The map px is uniquely
specified up to homotopy class by requiring that px respect the orientations of attaching
cells.
Any such px is called a projection.
20
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Reordering equivalence. — Two cell filtrations (X), (Y) are called reorderings
of one another (denoted (X)= (Y)) if and only if there are members Xe(X), Ye(Y),
X, Y cell decompositions satisfying:
X=(Xo, ...,XJ

X,=X,_,uD^

Y=(Yo, ...,YJ

Y,=Y^uD^

a) there is a permutation c o : { i , ...,v}->{i, . . . , v } such that m^==^., i== i, . . . , v ,
and
b) there is a homeomorphism
/:X,->Y,
such that /(D^cD^W.
Clearly the relation ( = ) is an equivalence relation.
We are forced to consider such an equivalence relation, since the ordering of a
filtration is irrelevant for most of our purposes, and often does not arise naturally. Thus,
let K be a simplicial complex. Then K gives rise to numerous objects of ^ depending
upon how one orders the cells ofK. The (( Reordering Equivalence Class 5? of the cell
filtered object determined by K, however, is unique.
Presentations of cell filtrations* — The maps 9, used in the construction of X.
were not taken to be part of the explicit structure of a filtration. At times it is useful
to emphasize them as follows:
Definition (3.5). — A presentation P is a filtration X together with an explicit
collection 0=={<pj^ , such that, if X== (Xo, ..., X,), then X,=X,_iU.D^ or
' '
«t
X. = X,_ ^ u D^ x T)n~ni ifX is a cell filtration or a differentiable filtration of dimension n.
•i
P is called a presentation of X.
To suppress the filtration entirely, one might denote a presentation as follows:
P={9^, ^}, i== i, . .., v, thereby giving " thorough bass " instructions for the reconstruction of the filtration X.
Proposition (3.6). — Let /: X-^X' be an isomorphism in the category ^.
Let P and P' be presentations of X and X' respectively : P=={(p^^.}, 'Pf=^^n^
Then

SW
is homotopy commutative.
(Roughly: There is a unique presentation of any filtration up to homotopy).
Proposition (3.6 bis). — If P = {9,, ^.},^ ,, P' == {9;, ^}^
, are differentiable n-dimensional presentations such that 9, ==9^ if z'<;v—i and 9^ is differentiably
isotopic with 9^, then P, P' give rise to the same differentiable cell filtration.
Let X, Y, Z be cell filtrations such that YcX, YcZ, then
XUYZ=(XO, ...,X,,Z^, ...,Z^)
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is the cell filtration obtained by taking the cells of X first, and then adding the cells
of Z — Y in their order of occurrence in the filtration of Z where the attaching maps
are suitably interpreted as having a larger range.
Definition (3.7). — A (differentiable) cell filtration will be called " properly ordered "
if X has a presentation
P=P(X)={<p^}^_,
where
n^<_ n.

for i <, i^j^ v.

(That is to say, the cells are added according to increasing dimension.)
If X is a filtration X== (Xo, . . ., XJ, its length is v.
Let X= (Xo, . . ., X,). If X, is the <c end space " of X, I shall speak of X as
a filtration of the space X^.
The fundamental theorem of Morse Theory. — As mentioned in the introduction, by a Morse function on M is meant a real valued C^-function f on a
difFerentiable manifold M taking a constant value on ^M, whose critical points p^, . . . 3 p^
are all nondegenerate and occur in the interior of M and

APi)<M

m<J'

(This last requirement is thrown in only for convenience and is no great restriction.)
The fundamental theorem relating Morse functions on M to the differential topology
of M may be stated a follows:
Theorem. — To any Morse function / on M, one may associate a unique
differentiable cell filtration^ of M. I f / h a s critical points j&i, . . . , A , such that
^(A) <•f(P2) < • • • ^/(A)^ °^ mdex A:i, . . ., k^ respectively, then
^=(Mo,M,, . . . , M J
where

M,=M,_iU D^ x D^-^
•i

fori=i, ...,v.

If J( is a differentiable cell filtration of M, then there exists a Morse function /
on M such that ^==.^.
The above theorem (in other language) is foundational to Morse theory, and
shows the equivalence of Morse functions and geometric decompositions.
The categories of (differentiable) cell filtrations. — In dealing with filtered
objects in subsequent chapters, very often, the filtration and the ordering is implicit
in the defining expression for the object.
i)

D° x D^D^z x D^-^-u^ . . . u^ET x D^^X

is unambiguously interpretable as referring to the differentiable cell filtration X with
presentation P={(po? o; (pi, ^; . . . ; 9^, ^}. In such cases, without further talk, I may
think of X as being a differentiable cell filtration.
22
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I will generally abuse my formalism by speaking of a filtered object X as if it
were a differentiable manifold ( i f X e ^ ) or a topological space (ifXeJ^), confusing
the sequence X with its end-space X^. I might, for example, talk of the homotopy
or homology groups of X, by which I would mean the homotopy or homology groups
ofX^. By ^X, I would mean ^X^, etc. The most grievous abuse of language of this
kind occurs when Xe^. If V is a differentiable manifold I may speak of an imbedding
cp : V—^X meaning an imbedding <p : V->Xy : I may speak of a diffeomorphism
9 : X->Y for X, Ye^ meaning a differentiable isomorphism 9 : X^->Y^ where X^,
Y^ are the end-spaces ofX and Y, and 9 need pay no attention to the filtrations ofX^, Y^.
Whenever the " differentiable isomorphism " 9 : X->Y is filtration-preserving,
i.e. is an isomorphism in the category Q I will say so explicitly. I reserve the word
diffeomorphism for maps 9 : X—^Y which do not necessarily preserve filtration.
Another prevalent abuse of language will be the confusion of reordering-equivalent
objects NI, N3 in situations where the ordering obviously doesn't matter. A notable
example of this is the habit of considering a simplicial complex K as a cell filtration.
The category ^ of cell filtrations is very close to the category of finite GW-complexes,
and to the category of finite simplicial complexes. In the sense that it takes a careful
account of the precise filtration, it is a " stronger " category than the category of
GW-complexes. In the sense that it takes account of the order of attaching maps, it
is a c ( stronger " category than the category of simplicial complexes. Since the category y
is much more careless about attaching maps than either of the other two categories
(objects, defining, as they do, only equivalence classes of topological spaces), in this
sense it is weaker than the other categories. It is precisely this " weakness 5? that is very
convenient for the study of such spaces in the context of differential topology.
If Xee^'3 and OCGT^(X) then the expression X*=Xu^D 94 ' 1 denotes a unique
object X*£^. This is useful for the definition of neighborhood (See Chapter IV) for
example, where to be given a precise attaching map would be a great hindrance.
The category of finite simplicial complexes also has virtues. One may talk easily
of subdivision, piece-wise linear, or piece-wise differentiable imbeddings, etc. When
a simplicial complex cc gives rise " to an element of e^, it always can be made to give
rise to a properly ordered element ofe^, the nicest kind of element that one could wish for.
There is, however, a certain unnaturality to simplical complexes as decomposition
of topological spaces that would make it disagreeable to restrict attention to them
exclusively, or to phrase general definitions in the language of simplicial complexes.
The compromise that I adopt is to use simplicial complexes only when one of their
particular virtues makes them an irresistible convenience, and at those times I will
be less interested in them, and more in the cell filtration to which they give rise.
Needless to say, all three categories are equally general. More precisely, if a
homotopy class of spaces is representable in one of the three categories, it is representable
in all three categories.
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CHAPTER IV

NEIGHBORHOODS
The notion of neighborhood. — Since a differentiable cell filtration of a differentiable manifold J( is a geometric description of M, it is of great geometric interest to
know the totality of differentiable filtrations admitted by a fixed differentiable manifold M.
This problem may be attacked obliquely by asking the following preliminary question:
Given a cell filtration X, what is the totality of differentiable cell filtrations J( which,
when unthickened, yield X ? (i.e. what are the differentiable cell filtrations Jf such
that pe^=X?)
These differentiable filtrations play (in some loose sense) the role of " thickenings 5)
ofX.
Definition (4.1). — If X is a cell filtration, then a neighborhood of X is a differentiable
cell filtration such that pN=X.
I should point out that the term neighborhood is used in a looser sense than usually
meant. Since X is an equivalence class of topological spaces, if ^ is a neighborhood
of X, it shouldn't be expected that X is imbedded in Jl in any particular manner.
(It will turn out, however, that there is always a cell decomposition representing X which
imbeds in ^ in some uncanonical way.)
A neighborhood N over X, a cell filtration, is a lifting of X into the realm of
differential topology. I shall tend to think of N as a kind of generalized cell bundle
over X, or as a thickening of X. The terminology that I choose will be suggestive of
these two intuitions. Both attitudes towards neighborhoods are justifiable to some
extent.
For example, smooth thickenings of finite simplicial complexes nicely imbedded
in differentiable manifolds can always be given differentiable cell filtrations so as to
exhibit them as neighborhoods over a cell filtration constructed by properly orderring
the cells of the finite complex K.
In the stable theory, neighborhoods of a fixed cell filtration X are closely related
to (in one-one correspondence with) stable vector bundles over X.

Let ^r"(X) be the set of distinct ^-dimensional neighborhoods of X. ^n is
functorial in a sense to be more fully explained later. If X->Y is an inclusion map,
24
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then there is a restriction map / (n) : ./^(Y) -> ^(X) obtained by " forgetting about
Ne^Y) except over the cells of X ". If
X^D^u^D^u^D^u ... u D^e^
and

Ne^^X),

N ^ D ^ x D^^u^D"1 x D^^ . . . u^ D^ x D^-^

the cell D^ X D^-^'cN will be said to lie over the cell D72? of X. It may also be referred
to as a thickening of D"?.
Definition (4.2). — If X, Y are cell filtrations, then by an imbedding
9 ^^X^.r^Y)
is meant:
a) a map of sets, |cp| : J^X^eTT^Y), and either of the following two possibilities obtain:
b) for each Ne^/T^X), a differentiable imbedding (isomorphism)
9N : N-^cpN
is given, in which case cp is called covariant.
b ' ) for each Ne^^X), a differentiable imbedding

9N : yN->N
is given, in which case 9 is called contravariant.
The imbedding 9 : ./(^(X)—^^(Y) is called an isomorphism when [9! is one to
one onto, and 9^ ls an isomorphism for all Ne^^X).
The map 9 : e/(//'n(X)—^/<n(Y) is called an injection^ surjection, bijection when [9 is.
Roughly the set ^Vn (X) is looked upon as a disconnected differentiable manifold
and the imbeddings

9 ^^xy-^j^Y)

are just maps which are imbeddings when restricted to connected components. Two
maps ^, 9 : ./(/tn (X)—^J^ (Y) are called isotopic if | ^ | = = [ 9 [ and 9^^ ^or a^
Ne^T^X).
Generally, imbeddings 9 : ^rn (X) —^.y^ (Y) will be distinguished only up to isotopy
class.
Definition (4.3). — If N is a neighborhood over Xe^' or Q)^ then a filtrationpreserving map TT : N->X will be called ^.projection. A map (B : X—^N such that 7ro(B
is filtration-homotopic to the identity will be called a cross-section.
It is easily seen that cross-sections and projections are unique up to homotopy
class, and they are homotopy-inverses of one another.
Let X, Y be cell filtrations, and f: X->Y an inclusion map. Then
^== (YO? • • • ? Y J
X=(Yo, ...,YJ

for^.
25
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There is induced a contravariant differentiable imbedding /(n) : ^rn (Y) -^^rn (X)
by defining /^N, for N == (No, . . . , NJ e^ (Y) as follows:
/^N=(No, ...,NJeJ^(X)
and

/^ :/^N-.N

is simply the inclusion map.
The assignation f-^f^ is functorial for inclusion maps in the sense that if
X^Y^Z
is a sequence of inclusions, then (gof^^f^og^, and if i : X->X is the identity map,
then 1^== i.
The behavior of neighborhoods under reordering equivalence. — Let
X^, X^e^ be two properly ordered cell nitrations which are reordering equivalent
(X,=X,).
Proposition (4.5). — If X, Y are reordering equivalent, and properly ordered,
then there is a one-one correspondence y^ y : ^n (X) —>^rn (Y) such that for each
w
Ne^^X), the pair N, yN are reordering equivalent. The correspondence y enjoys
the following functorial property:
a)

I f X = Y = = Z, then yx,z ^YY^Y^Y

b)

Yx.x^ 1

for all Xe^.

Thus if / is a reordering equivalence class of properly ordered nitrations, one may talk
of ^n^^ identifying all ^^(X) for Xe^ via the y's. (If you wish to be formal, you
may take ^f^^) to be the collection of objects {.^(^(X) | Xe^}, identified by maps
YX.Y : -^(X) ^ ^(Y)
/^/

for X, YG^).

Since a simplicial complex K gives rise to a unique reordering equivalence class
of properly ordered cell filtrations, an application of Proposition 4.5 is that we may
speak unambiguously of ./^(K), independent of chosen proper ordering. It is not
true, however, that ./(^(K) is independent of barycentric subdivision.
Proof of (4.5). — Let there be a reordering equivalence relating X and Y.
Since both X and Y are properly ordered, and reorderings of one another, there
is a sequence
X==XQ, X^, ..., X^==Y
such that each X^ is properly ordered for z==o, . . ., / and X^, X^^ are elementary
reorderings of one another. A typical such elementary reordering is given by the
transition from
X^Xu^-u^D^ ... u^v
26
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to

X^Xu^D^u^D^u^D^ . . . u^D^

If both X^ and Xg are properly ordered, then n^ == n^ == n.
Let N^r^Xi). Then:
Ni=Nu^D" xDfc-nu^Dn xD^^u^.. .u^D"v xD^-^

Og : W xD^ -> ^(Nu^D71 xD^).

Since aD^D^ has virtual dimension (^—i), and dim ^(Nu^^ xD^) =/:— i,
dim {0} X 8Dk~n == k—n— i, we may assume, possibly after an isotopy of O^, by general
positionality, that ^{W xD^) does not meet {0} X^D^. Therefore it can be
arranged (after a further isotopy) that Og^D" x D^^ doesn't meet Dn x aD fc - n .
Hence, since Im Og and Im <1\ are disjoint, N^ is reordering equivalent to

Ng^Nu,^ x D^u^^ x D^-^^ ... u^D^ x D^-^
which is a neighborhood in ^(X^).

Define Yx,Xo(Ni) ==N2.

Then define

T^Y^Tx^x^ 0 - • •°Yx,,XoThe fact that yx^y

ls a

one-one correspondence follows from functoriality.

Examples of neighborhoods. — Various examples of " non-trivial 3? ( ( ^ + 2 ) dimensional) neighborhoods over a specific filtration of the yz-cell will be given in
Chapter IX.
Let JS^e^ be the filtration given by JS^^D^D^
For every knot FcS3, one may exhibit a neighborhood Nre^ 4 ^ 2 ):
Nr-D^^xD 2
where
Y:aD 2 xD 2 ->aD 4
is some thickening of the knot F which has the property that the tangent bundle of
the resulting Np is trivial. Call N the neighborhood of the knot F. For inequivalent
knots I\, Fg, the neighborhoods Np^ and Np^ are inequivalent. This example should
give an adequate idea of the great assortment of possible neighborhoods that exist.
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CHAPTER V

J. H. C. WHITEHEAD'S CONCEPT :
SIMPLE HOMOTOPY TYPE
In studying invariants finer than homotopy type, Whitehead [14] introduced
the notion of simple homotopy type.
The conclusion of his theory is that although the notion of simple homotopy
equivalence is quite " geometrically 3? defined, there is a purely (( algebraic " criterion
to determine whether any homotopy equivalence
/ : X-^Y
is a simple homotopy equivalence.
More precisely, Whitehead defines a (c torsion group 5? W(G) which is an
abelian group assignable to any group G. If X is a topological space he defines
W(X)==W(7ii(X)). Whitehead then constructs an (c obstruction " r(/)eW for any
homotopy equivalence f : X->Y such that f is a simple homotopy equivalence if and
only if r(/) == o.
This clearly establishes the notion of simple homotopy type as an (< algebraic "
concept. In many cases, W(G) may be computed to be trivial. (For example:
G=={o}, Z^, Z3, Z4, Z). Thus, for spaces X having as fundamental group such a G,
the concepts of simple homotopy equivalence and homotopy equivalence coincide.
If M is a differentiable manifold, it is classical that there is a unique underlying
combinatorial structure of M; that is, there exists a smooth triangulation of M which
is unique as a simplicial complex up to rectilinear subdivision. Since Whitehead
showed that the simple homotopy type of a finite complex is independent of subdivision,
it follows that the simple homotopy type of a differentiable manifold is a well-defined
notion.
(<
Unthickening 5? a differentiable cell filtration e^f loses much of the differentialtopological structure of e^f, however the simple homotopy type of ^K may still be
recovered from the resulting cell filtration pe^. It turns out to be quite natural
to define the simple homotopy type of a cell filtration.
In terms of this concept we may provide a strong necessary condition to the
problem posed in Chapter IV; if f: M-^X is a homotopy class of continuous maps of
a differentiable manifold M to a cell filtration X: When does there exist a differentiable
28
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cell filtration^ of M which is a neighborhood ofX such that /: M->X is a projection
map ? A necessary condition on / for the existence of such an J( is that / be a simple
homotopy equivalence.
It is therefore to be expected that extensions of theorems of Smale to non simply
connected situations will involve this notion.
This chapter is devoted to defining simple homotopy equivalence for cell nitrations
and quoting results of Whitehead's theory to be used in the sequel.
Let K be a finite simplicial complex, A an /z-simplex. Let Jo be the union of all
faces but one in the boundary of A. Let TT : A-»Jo be a projection of A onto Jo such
that TcjJo is the identity map.
Let K* be the simplicial complex
K*=KUjA
"0

Then, in this circumstance,
i: K->K*.
the inclusion map is called an elementary expansion, and TT : K*—^K, the map defined by
a)

n A==TC

b)

nK=IK

is called an elementary contraction.

We shall recall Whitehead's well-known definition {Formal deformation, § 13, [14]):
Definition (5.1). — Let K, L be finite simplicial complexes. Then a simplicial
map /: K-^L is called a simple homotopy equivalence if there is a sequence
JSf:K=Ko-.K,->K,->...K,=L
/i

/a

/a

of simplicial complexes and maps /, . . .,/ such that/ is either an elementary inclusion
or contraction for i= i, . . . , / , and the map/is the composite,
f=fi°fi-i°' • •°/r

Two simplicial complexes related in this way will be said to be of the same simple
homotopy type.
The dimension of a simple homotopy equivalence, /, denoted dim/, is defined
to be:
dim/^ max dim K^ = dim JSf
i == o, . . . , / .
(It is taken to be the minimum dimension of all sequences JSf exhibiting / as a
simple homotopy equivalence.)
As it stands, the simple homotopy type of a simplicial complex K is dependent
upon the particular simplicial structure of |K|, the underlying topological space. It is
unknown whether simple homotopy type is a topological invariant.
It is proved in [13] (Corollary to theorem 7) that the inclusion map i : K'-^K
29
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of a subdivision K/ of K is a simple homotopy equivalence. (This proof apparently
contains a flaw; cf. G. Zeeman, Unknotting combinatorial balls, but the result is nevertheless
true. The reader is referred to Zeeman's paper (yet unpublished) for a variant to the
Whitehead definition of simple homotopy equivalence (formal deformations) more
suitable to general polyhedral spaces (i.e. not tied down to particular triangulations)).
I shall define an analogous notion for the category ^ of cell filtrations.
Let Xe^'. Let X*Ee^ be any element of y which is reordering-equivalent
to XU^D^U^, where 9 : W1-1-^ x^eX is the constant map, and ^ : BD^Xu^-1
is the " identification " + : W == S71-1 -> D^/D^cXu^D71-1.
Let i : X->X* be the inclusion map. Then i is called an elementary expansion.
Consider the filtration-Tzo^-preserving map TC : X*-^X such that noi=i, and
'^:(Dnu'Dn~l) = ^eX. n is called an elementary contraction. If i : X—^X* is an elementary
expansion, then Dn~l is called the free face of the expansion i, and D" is called the cell
of the expansion i.
Again, if

Xo -> X^ -> Xg ->...-> X^

/i

/2

/s

n

is a sequence of elementary expansions and contractions in ^r, then the composite
f=fi°fi-i° ' ' • °/i : ^-^
is called a simple homotopy equivalence in the category ^r.

The definition of dim f is a duplication of the definition of the analogous concept
in the category of simplicial complexes.
To relate the notion of simple homotopy type in the category of simplicial complexes
to the notion of simple homotopy type in e^, one needs the following proposition (to
be proved in Chapter XI):
(5.2) (Proposition n.8) The simplicial complexes K, L are of the same simple
/-^/ /^^
homotopy type if and only if their induced cell filtrations K, L are of the same simple
homotopy type.
More exactly, as a consequence of Chapter XI, the underlying combinatorial
manifold of a neighborhood of Xe^' is some regular neighborhood of some simplicial
complex K which gives rise to X.
Actually the nature of the proofs occurring in Whitehead's paper are such that
they quite easily carry over to cell filtrations.
Proposition (5.3). — IfK, L are simplicial complexes which are simply connected,
and f : K->L is a homotopy equivalence, then it is a simple homotopy equivalence.
Proof. — See [14] (As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, this result is
also valid if 71:1 (K) ==Zg, Z^, Z^, Z.)
Proposition (5.4). — Let f: K—^L be a simple homotopy equivalence of two
simplicial complexes. Then f is homotopic to g : K-^L such that:
dim g< Max{dim K + i, dim L, 3} + i.
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Proof. — See the " addendum " on Page 48 of [14].
Proposition (5.5). — Let /:X->Y be a simple homotopy equivalence between
two cell filtrations X, Y. Then there is a sequence
X=Xo^X^...4-X=Y
such that
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

/ is an elementary expansion for o<_i<[L
/ is an elementary contraction for pi<^'<v
dimfo<, dim/i <_.. . <_dimf^_^
dim/^> dim/^> ... >.dim/
dim/ < Max {dim K + i, dim L, 3} + i

The above proposition provides a convenient normal form for simple homotopy
equivalences. Proposition (5.5) insures that one can find a sequence {/} such that e )
is satisfied.
Conditions a), b ) , c ) and d ) are brought by rearranging the order of occurrence
of elementary expansions and contractions.
Clearly one may arrange it so that all elementary expansions come first in order
of increasing dimension. This achieves a ) , b) and c ) . The last condition may be
achieved by finding a " regular 5? cell decomposition X^ which represents X^, up to
rearrangement.
(A regular cell decomposition is a properly ordered cell decomposition Y such that
Y=(Yo, . . . , Y J ; Y,=Y,_iU^m where <p,(aD^) is contained in the (^—i)-skeleton
of Y, for i= i, ..., v. It is quite easy to see that any properly ordered cell filtration is
represented by a regular cell decomposition.)
Clearly in the model X^; one may rearrange the sequence of elementary contractions
to achieve d ) .
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CHAPTER VI

TRIANGULATIONS AND FILTRATIONS
OF DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS
Definition (6.1). — A differendable triangulation, 8, of a manifold M is a homeomorphism 8 : K—^M of a simplicial complex K onto M such that if A is any simplex
of K, 8 [A is a differentiable imbedding of A into M.
An imbedding f: K->M of a simplicial simplex K in a differentiable manifold M
is a map f which extends to a differentiable triangulation of M. Explicitly, it is a map
for which there is a simplicial complex L and a triangulation 8 : L->M such that
^'\s

ui

^M

K^
is commutative.
The following proposition guarantees that a finite complex imbedded in a
differentiable manifold possesses a " smooth thickening ". It also shows that in certain
circumstances neighborhoods do play the role of geometric neighborhoods.
Proposition (6.2). — Let /: K—M'1 be an imbedding. Then there exists an
element NeJ^K), a " cross-section 59 [B^ : K->N which is an imbedding, and an
imbedding F : N—^M" such that
K -^ IVP
PN^

^F

N
f factors: f= F o p^.
Proof. — We need prove (6.2) only in the case where/is a triangulation since
the result would then follow for any imbedding by restriction.
Assume, inductively, that we have obtained a neighborhood extension to
the ^-skeleton

K.W -4 ivr
\ /pw
^
^w\
NW
which has the additional property that
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(A) F^BN^) intersects every simplex A^ of K transversally, where q>k.
(B) the pair (A^, A^n F^ (N^)) is differentiably isomorphic with the pair (A9, A^).
(See § 2 for definition of Aj|.)
It shall be proven that one may construct a neighborhood extension of K^"^
with the same properties. I shall construct a neighborhood extension of each (k + i)-cell,
one at a time.
Let M^F^N^). For each simplex A^1 of the {k + i) -skeleton of K, let
B^+^A^—A^nintM^.
Since (by (A) of the inductive hypothesis) ^k+l^intM{k)==Ak,+l,y+l is isomorphic
to a (A:+i)-cell. If W^+^M—int M^, by (B), B^is transversally imbedded
in W^.
(6.3) Normalization. — There is an open neighborhood U of A^4'1 in M and
an imbedding y : U-^E^ satisfying these properties:
(i) If Rn=Rk+lxRn~k~\
Y :A f c + l ->R f c + l x{o}cR n
is a linear imbedding of ^k+l in R^^x^}.
(ii) If Sk=^k+\On^k-lcRn-k-l some neighborhood of ^eR^-^ then
Y : 8M{k)nU-^SkxOn~k~lcRk+lxRn~k~l=Rn

The construction of such a normalization (y, U) is foundational. Clearly a pair (y, U)
may be obtained satisfying only (i). Using (B) of the inductive hypothesis and the tubular
neighborhood lemma, one may modify (y, U) to a pair (y, U) satisfying both (i) and (ii).
Take N^A^) =B f e + l x D^-^-^R^ 1 x R^-^ for small r>o.
Let N^A^"1"1) ^y'^^A^4'1). For small enough r, the expression

(6.4)

N^^N^u

U

N^4-1)

makes sense, for the N^A^^'s are disjoint for distinct A^^s. For arbitrary ordering
of the (A;+i)-simplices of K, (6.4) expresses N^ as a neighborhood of K^-^
(i.e. N^e^K^).)
There is an obvious inclusion mapping
Q(fc+l) ; J^k+1] _^^(k+l)
y{k +1)

and

N^ 4 -^-—> M.

We need only check that if r is chosen small enough, conditions (A), (B) needed to
propagate the induction are still satisfied. These are, however, local questions which
may be verified by going to the normalization y : U(A /c+l )-^R n of each A^1 in K^ 4 -^.
Therefore, any triangulation 8 : K->M induces a properly ordered filtration ofM,
33
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which is intuitively a natural thickening of the triangulation. This demonstrates the
existence of a properly ordered filtration of M, a fact necessary for later applications.
Smale deduces the existence of such properly ordered filtrations by constructing (in his
terms) a c< nice function " [10] where stable and unstable manifolds of critical points
intersect generically. Smale's method proves much more, however the above construction
is direct, and considerably simpler.

34

CHAPTER VII

REMOVAL OF ZERO-DIMENSIONAL INTERSECTIONS
One of the objects of our analysis of neighborhoods is to determine how ^4'^(X)
varies as X is replaced by another cell filtration of the same simple homotopy type
This is reduced to a comparison of yP^X) and e/T^Y) where
Y^XuoD^u^

(or a rearrangement).
In a particular situation we shall prove that there is an isomorphism
^(X) ^^(Y).
It is fairly easy to obtain a map from .^(X) to ^^(Y) which associates to any
neighborhood N() over X a neighborhood over Y which is diffeomorphic to N(). The
difficult part is to go in the reverse direction showing that any neighborhood N over Y
" comes from " a neighborhood over X. (This is false unless 77>max{dim X, dim Y} + 2.)
Assume that a neighborhood N of Y may be written:

N-Nou^D^xD^^u^xD^
(This is slightly incorrect in that the ordering of attached cells needn't be as written.
However it is convenient for notational purposes, and anything to be said holds as well
for more general orderings.)
In order to show that a neighborhood N actually comes from a neighborhood No
of X by " irrelevant additions 5? we must regularize the attaching maps ^05 ^i m ^me
way. The plan is to first study:
^ : BD, x {0} -> NoU^D^- 1 x D91-^1
The object of this chapter is to show that one may arrange it (by suitable isotopies)
so that if D^cD^ x {0} == S^"1 is the upper-hemisphere ^ | D^~~1 may be given by the
composite
D^-1 -> D^-1 x {AjcD^- 1 x D^^cNou^-1 x D"-^1
where K is the standard identification and ^ilD^cNo.
35
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It is elementary to arrange this if ^(S^"1) intersects {0} xD^^ 4 " 1 in a single
point. (The reader is urged to draw a picture !)
The bulk of this chapter is therefore concerned with the problem of simplifying,
by isotopy, the intersection set of complementarily dimensioned submanifolds of a given
manifold. The techniques are standard (Whitney, Haefliger) with one new difficulty:
the given manifold needn't be simply connected. Therefore one shuffles between it
and its universal covering space.
Throughout this section, the letters, V, W, Y will refer to a triple of differentiable
manifolds satisfying these conditions:
a) VcY, WcY, both V and W are connected.
b) dim V = n, dim W == m, dim Y == n + m.
c ) If S=VnWcY, then for peS,
(7.i)

T/V) +T^(W) =T^(Y)

(in which case, by b ) ,

T,(V)nT,(W)={o}).

d ) ScintVnintW.
The object of this section is to " simplify 3? S by describing automorphisms a : Y—-Y
such that a(V)nW is <c smaller " than S and a^ i.
Assume Y, V, W satisfy (7.1) and are all oriented. Let peS ==VnW. Define I
to be plus or minus one according as the orientation on Tp(V)®T^,(W) induced from
the orientations ofV and W coincides or conflicts with the orientation on Tp(Y) induced
by the orientation of Y.
If j^eS==VnW, define
\^\'\-

Lemma (7.2). — Let Y, V, W be orientable manifolds satisfying (7.1). Letj^, qeS.
Then the number Ip ^ obtained by choosing orientations of Y, V, W is independent of
the orientations chosen.
In a certain context, geared for later application, the number Ip ^ may be invariantly
defined regardless of the orientability of Y, V, W. It is in the case where one may
isolate the intersections p, q to a small region by being supplied with the following data,
which I'll call isolation data.
Definition (7.3). — Let V, W, Y satisfy (7.1) and p, qeS. Let y : I-^V, \ : I->W
be arcs in V, W such that
(i) ^{int I) n S = X(int I) n S == 0
(ii) y ( o ) = X ( i ) = ^ X ( o ) = y ( i ) = = < r
(iii) If S 1 ==Y(I) ^(1) ls ^e piece-wise differentiable closed curve formed by the
union of both arcs, there is a nonsingular disc D^Y (creased at its boundary) such that
(iv) gD^S1
(v) mtD^V^ntD^W:^
(vi) D2 meets V transversally at y(I).
36
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In such a case, the triple (y, X ; D2) will be called isolation data for the intersections {p, y}cS.
It should be mentioned that if m>2, and n-\rm>_^ the existence of arcs y?
X satisfying (i), (ii) such that
(iii')

S^YWUXW

is a closed curve homotopic to zero in Y insures the existence of isolation data
(T, ^; D2).
This is so by general positionality. A pair (y, X) satisfying (i), (ii), (iii') I'll call
homotopy-isolation data.
If (y, X; D2) is a set of isolation data for p, qeS then, regardless of orientability
of V, W, or Y, a number Ip ^ may be defined in terms of (y, X; D2).
y^/

Let Y be a tubular neighborhood ofD 2 in Y which intersects V, W nicely.
^^
i^>^
a) YnV==V is a tubular neighborhood, in V, of y(I) cV.

That is,

(7.4) b) Y n W = W is a tubular neighborhood, in W, of X(I) cW.
Then the triple Y, V, W satisfies (7.1) and "S^nVf ={p, q}. Moreover,
/"•»—' /"-^/ /--^
Y, V, W are orientable, for they are diffeomorphic with Euclidean cells. Define
y^
/—^
I^==Ip^(Y,X; D2) to be the number Ip^ computed for p, qeS, with respect to the
triple ?, ^, W.
Let, again, Y, V, W satisfy (7. i), p, qeS and S * = S — [ p , q}.
Lemma (7.5). — (Removal of Intersection.)

Let (y,X;D 2 ) be isolation data for p, qeS. Let I^==Ip^(Y, X; D2) ==— i.
Then there is an automorphism a : Y->Y such that
(i) a w I.
(ii) I f Y is some tubular neighborhood of D2 satisfying (7.4), then the automor/^^/
phism a is the identity in the complement of Y.
(iii) I f a ( V ) = V
and

^=Vn^Y, W=Wn?,

then

^nW=0.

As a consequence of Lemma 7.5, the triple V, W, Y again satisfies (7.1), and
V'nW=S'=S—{^,?}.
Lemma 7.5 is rather well-known. It is implicit in the work of Whitney [15]
and Haefliger [i]. Roughly, one uses the disc D2 as a (< guide " to deform V along the
vicinity ofy(I) " through 5? X(I) by isotopy.

The fact
that Ip,g = — i insures that in Y,
r
^*^*
'^"^
the final result of the deformation is to detach V from W. This local isotopy may
be extended to a global isotopy, the end product of which is the automorphism a which
37
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is sought. Therefore, the crux of the matter is to do things in Y. But ? may be
recoordinatized in a standard manner (using the fact: I = = _ i ) :
Let (x, t, ^ s) eR^-1 x R X R^1-1 x R represent a general point ofR^. Then one
may take Y to be the cube:
{^={^==(x,t,^s)\^S^2,\^<^2,\t\^\X\<2}

(7.6)

^={d= (o, t, o, .) [^0, ^+^< 1}
'V={vey,v=={x,t,o,s)\s2+t2=l}
W={weY,w== (0,^,0)}

In terms of this normalization, the a to be chosen is clear.
I shall deduce a corollary of 7.5 more explicitly suited for later application.
Let MQ be a differentiable ( T Z + W + i) -dimensional manifold with nonvacuous
boundary. Let M==M^DnxDm+\ where 9 : ^ x D^4-1-^^ is an imbedding.
Let (S^ So) be a base pointed sphere and
. : (M, Me) -> (S\ s,)
the natural mapping which identifies MQ to ^o, projecting (D" x D^^, SD" x D^4"1)
onto (S^o) after the usual identification of (D^ BD^ with (S71,^). The mapping
c : (M, Mo) -^ (Sn, j-o) is a homotopy equivalence and therefore induces an isomorphism:
^ : 7 c , ( M , M o ) ^ 7^(8^0).
Corollary (7.7).—Let M^MQU^ x D7^1 as above, where m>2 and dimM>5.
Assume 9 is homotopic to the constant map, so that there is a homotopy equivalence
[JL : M -^ M^VS^
Let /: S^M be an imbedding such that if a : S^M^N/S" is the inclusion mapping,
then the triangle
Sn -^ M
(7.8)

\^<
M^^

is homotopy commutative.
Then there is an automorphism oc : M->M such that
(i) OLW i.
(ii) o/^S^ intersects {0} x W1^1 transversally at precisely a single point xe8M.
Proof. — By an initial automorphism oc^ : M->M, ao^ i, it may be arranged that
^/(S^-V intersects ^ x B D ^ ^ W transversally, so that the triple, Y = 3 M , V , W
satisfies (7.1).
3^
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Let n :M-^M be the universal covering space of M.
n
/: S -^M extends to a lifting

Let II=7T:i(M).

Then

^M
S-/ ) TC
\, ^^
/^..

^M

since 72>i. The inverse image of W, W=-^;-1(W), consists in [11 : i] disjoint copies
of W^^^XcTr 4 - 1

w= u w,.
<o en

It is clear that /(S^ intersects W transversally.

Let ^^(S^nW.

Since ^^{S^

is an isomorphism, the map n : S->S establishes a one-one correspondence between ?
and S.

Define ^=7(8^ nW, for coell; S,=7r(^J. Then
^= U^,; S= U S,,
coen
coen

the unions being disjoint.
A more explicit description ofM may be given as follows:
r>

*^

TCo

If M^MQ is the universal covering space of MQ, then
M ^ M ^ u f U (D^D^ 1 )!.
lcoe^(Mo)
j
The universal covering space MoVS" of MoVSn can be written
M^TS^M^I

V

(S^l.

l<o£7Ti(Mo)

j

There is a homotopy commutative diagram
M^MoVS"
(7 9

- )

-I

i-'

M-^MoVS^ 1
where pi and ^ are homotopy equivalences.
Combining (7.9) with (7.8) yields that
,/:S»^V(^(s"),j
must be homotopic to
^ : S"^S:,CM,V(
/^

V

v (Ofc TCi (M())

(s"),j
/

for some <Ooe7^(Mo).
3P
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This may be interpreted as saying that the homological intersection number 1^
of / (S^ and W^ is given by
/^^

T

4-^

•"•O ==± °W ton == 1

f±I

if(o

=6)o

1

[o otherwise
<^^
In terms of the intersection loci S^ themselves, the above fact can be taken to mean that
^=JA°, €^P^ ^ . . .^. €)
(7.io)

for o+ coo
where

^=(A"% ^ . . •^ ?^ ^)
I

?^ ^ == — I

for a11

^^i ^o)9 ^ < -^ •

/"'s^

The points ofS^ for co=t= <0o may be paired off into oppositely oriented couples of points,
/-^^
and the points of S^ may be so paired off, with a single point, x, left over.
/"^/ /-»^/

/^^

/—•^

/^^/

Letp, q^S^ refer to an arbitrary pair p^ q^S^ forsome o)eTr^(Mo).
/"^-'

/^^^

/^^w'

/^^

/"'^»/

/'^-'

..

/"^w/

Let 7^ ==^p,g
('^•^

be anr arc in W^,
such that X(o) = p , X ( i ) = q. Let y = Yp.^ be an arc in /(S^ such
i
*^ / \ i^*^ r v ^'/ \ f^/
that y ( o ) = ? , Y ( l ) = ^ y^/

/-^'

/-^/

Since M is simply connected, the pair (T?,?? x?,?)
/^o^/

/^^

ls

homotopy isolation data

^^'

f^«^'

/^.^

for p, q. Applying the projection map TC tof^) and W^, we see that if y= ^Y? ^= Tc^ ->
np==p, 7^q=q^ then the pair (y, X) provides homotopy isolation data for p, qeS.

Since ^T, ^ are oppositely oriented intersections in M , I y ^ = — i , and since
m> 2, ^ + w>:4, the existence of homotopy isolation data shows the existence of isolation
data. Therefore Lemma 7.5 applies and we may " remove " the intersections p, q.
This may be repeated for all couples ^, q^y eventually reducing the intersection set S
to the single point {A:}, proving Corollary 7.7.
Let D^cS" be the upper hemisphere
D^=={(^, ...^JeS^^o}.
Let K : DI+ -> D71 be the identification
w

K{XQ, ..., x^) = {XQ, . . ., x^eW.
Let K' : D^D^ be the identification by stereographic projection.
Let D!}.(r)cD^. be the polar cap of radius r,
D^(r) =K-\D^

for o^r^i.

Let /: S n ->aM==a(MoU^D n xD m + l ) be as in the situation of Corollary 7.7.
That is,
Sn —> M
0\

/\L

MoVSn
40
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is homotopy-commutative. By the conclusion of 7.7, f is isotopic to an imbedding
g : Sn->M,g=QLf, such that ^(S^r^o) X ^D^4'1 consists of a single point, say x=={o,po)
for ^e^y14-1.
There is no loss of generality in assuming that g~l{x) = q^= (o, .. ., o, i) eS^R714'1,
the " north pole 5?.
It is clear that there is a sufficiently small e> o such that

g{Sn)^{p}xSDm+l
consists of a single point for j&eD^ in fact, after isotopy, it may be assumed that
^)=(K(.),A))
jeD^^cS^ K(j)eD^ j^eaD^1.

for

Let ^ : Sn->Sn be an isotopy ofS n through itself, with the properties
(i)

^0=1.

(ii)

^W^K-^i-^+^oKM}

^

for ^eD^(e).

Therefore ^ stretches D^(e) over D!^..
Let ^/ : M-^M be an isotopy with the properties
(i)'

^o-i.

(ii)'

^P)= ({(1-^+^)0?}^)

for (^^eD-xD-^.

Clearly there exist isotopies ^, ^' satisfying (i), (ii) and (i)', (ii)'.
Define h: Sn-^8M by h== (^i)^r1- Then h is isotopic to g, and
a)

h(s)=(K{s),p,)

for seD^.

b)

A(J)eMo

for seD^.

Thus Corollary 7.7 may be improved as follows:
Corollary (7.11). — Let /^"—^M be precisely as in Corollary 7.7. Then
there is an automorphism a : M->M isotopic to the identity such that if g==o^f, then
(i)

^)=(KM,A))^M

for^D^,

^M^MO

for seD^.

and PQ a fixed point of alvT4-1;
(ii)
It is this form of

(c

removal of intersections " that will be useful later on.

41
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CHAPTER VIII

THE NONSTABLE NEIGHBORHOOD THEOREM
The object of this section is to show that the set e^^X), considered as a set of
differentiable manifolds is dependent only upon the simple homotopy type of X
if n > dim X + 2. It will be shown that this is no longer true if n = dim X + 2. Roughly,
the reason for this is that the range of dimensions n == dim X + 2 is the c< knot range 9? .
The existence of knots destroys the possibility of ./T^*) being dependent only upon
simple homotopy type. This result is considerably stronger than the stable version
of the theorem, below, which says that ./P^X) is dependent only upon the simple
homotopy type of X if ^ ^ s d i m X + i . The methods used in the proof are quite
definitely nonstable methods. An interesting thing is that the only general positionality
result employed is (7.11) which is a statement going only one dimension into the
nonstable range (i.e. it concerns the simplification of intersects of complementary dimensioned manifolds in an ambient space).
The theorem is proven in two parts. The first part is Lemma 8.3 which says
thatify:X->X* is an elementary expansion and k>dimf-}-2 then f induces a bijective
isomorphism denoted f^ : ^^(X^.^'^X*). This follows from the fact that in this
range of dimensions the normalization (7.11) may be applied.
The second part is a discussion of the elementary expansions and contractions/^ comprizing a simple homotopy equivalence /==j^o. . .0^ : X-^Y such that
dimf^>dim X, dim Y. Each expansion cell D72? with 7^ > max {dim X, dim Y} must
eventually be deleted, and each contraction cell D72? for 7^ > max {dim X, dim Y}
must have been at some prior time an expansion cell. The problem of the second
part is to define (fq) : .^(X^-^yT^Xg.^) for all the troublesome indices q such that
7^>max (dim X, dim Y). Ifq represents an expansion, any neighborhood N over X may
be " turned into 5? a neighborhood over Xg.^ in a trivial way (See (8.1) and Figure i).
If q represents a contraction: Xg ^X^^uD^^uD"? where D^ff--1 was the expansion
free face with respect to which D"? was previously added, then any neighborhood N^
over X^ which came from a neighborhood N over X (i.e. Nq=f q - i ° ' ' -°/i(N)) may
be cc turned into 5? a neighborhood Ng_^ over X^i simply by c< cancelling " the thickened
cells lying over D^"1 and D^. This cancellation is possible because those thickened
cells had previously been introduced in a particularly trivial manner by one of the priory
42
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(for p an expansion index less than q). Moreover, N^^ is diffeomorphic with N
because Ng is obtainable from Ng ^ by an irrelevant addition (of a A-cell).
Complications arise in defining
(/,):J^'(X^^(X^)
especially when the index q represents a contraction of a cell D"? via a contraction free
face D^~1 different from the expansion free face D^~"1 with respect to which D"?
" came in ".
In that case, some elaborate isotopies are needed before cancellation is possible.
[See Figure 3]. The letters K, X, Y will stand for cell nitrations in Chapter VIII.
Because of the profusion of different cells D^ I shall reserve the letter A"1 to designate
cells occurring in elementary expansions or contractions.
Lemma (8.1). — Let i: K-^K' lt ==KUq,A n u^A n+l be an elementary expansion.
There is a differentiable injection

^.^TO^^K*)
induced if k'>n-{-i, such that
(i)

^)-i

(ii) the pair (^)N, N) is differentiably isomorphic to (Nu^fc-iD^, N), for all
Nee^K). (In particular, ^)N^N for all Ne^T^K)).
Idea of Proof\ — Roughly, the manifold z'^N consists in N with a thickened yz-cell
added in a (( trivial " way, with a thickened (n-\- i)-cell added which " caps 5? the hole
produced, the capping also done in a standard way; this makes z^N into a neighborhood
over K*. Further, the net result of the process is to have added a A-cell D^ to N via an
attaching map of a (k—i)-cell on ^D^ to a (k—i)-cell on N (i.e. an irrelevant addition).
This doesn't alter the diffeomorphy type ofN. The details follow. To each Ne^^K),
let D^^c^N be some differentiable cell. Let Ak~lcDk~l be the solid ^-dimensional
ring,
A^-jo^eR^-R^R'-"-1, i/2^|H < i - ^ , o ^ H j I I ^ ,
A^-1 = S^ x I X D^-1 == S^-1 x D^.
Define N^Nu^ x D^ where
9 r^xD^—A^caN
is the identity map.
filtration.

N^ is taken to be a differentiable cell filtration with the obvious
^N1=^ x aD^u^N—A^-1}.

Define N^NiU^D^ x D'-91-1
where

^ : BD"4-1 x D^-^^
43
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is given as follows:
(i)

<K^)==(KW, K'OOeD- XBD^
xeD^cSDn+\

if

jeD^-1

^J/)=(K(^),J/)eD W x D^^cD^c^

(ii)

^eD^eD^-1 (for definitions ofK(;c), K'(j/), see p. 40)

if

Then ^N^Nge^^K*), and property (i) of (8.1) is immediate.
set-theoretic union
S^^W x Dk-nuDn+l x D^^-^N^.

Define ^ to be the

For ease of reference, let
j^(n) ^ DH ^ D^-^C <^;
then

^(n+l) = Dn+l x D^-^c ^

^=^n)u^n+l)

(Jf is for handle and ^ is for cap). The cell Jf (n) =D n x D^ is a thickening of A^
the free face of the expansion, and the cell ^n+^ =Qn+l ^Q^-1 is a thickening
of A^^ The most commodious parametrization of S^ is given by
^k=={d={x,^r)eRnxRk~n~lxR\\\d\\<_2, r>,o}
where
D^D^^e^lll^ll^^^
jy+l^J^-n-l^^[j[^[^^^(n+l)^

Let

^- l ={rfe^|r=o}.

Then
(8.2)

^N=Nu^-^

(See Figure i).

FIG. i
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Since (<^, <^~1) w (D^, D^"1), z'^N is obtainable from N by an irrelevant addition,
and (ii) is verified.
Lemma (8.3). — Let i : K-^K'^KUyA^A^ 1 be an elementary expansion.
Let A:>^max (dim K*, %+4). Then the maps
^):^)(K*)^^(K)
^:^)(K)^^)(K*)
are isomorphisms and inverses of each other.
Proof. — After Lemma (8.1)3 we have that i^oi^^i. Lemma (8.3) would
follow if it could be shown that ^0^== i.
Let, then, M^z^N. It shall be demonstrated that ^)MO=--N.
Since NeJ^(K*),
N = (MoU^ x D^) u^4-1 x D^-1.
Calling M == MoU^ x D^, and /: Sn-.8M the imbedding f==^:SDn+lx {o}—aM,
letting m==k—n—i, we see that we are in the situation of (7.11), for
m=k—(n+i)>_k—dimK'>2.

Applying (7.11) we see that the map f== ^ may be assumed to have these properties:
f{x) = (K(^), AO ^n X BD^-^caM

(i)

if xeD^

(for pQEDk~n any fixed point, which I take to be j^= (o, o, . . . , o, l)eRk~n).
(ii)

/W^MQ

if^eDl.

An application of the tubular neighborhood lemma gives us that ^ : ^ n + l x D & ~ n ~ l ->^M
may be assumed (after isotopy) to have these properties:
(i)

^(^)=(KM,K'(j/))

if^eD^.

^(A:,J/)(=MO

ifA:eDl.

(3.4)

(ii)
Rewriting the equation

N = (MoU^ x D^^ u^D n + l x D^-1
as

N = (MoU^xD^D' X D^) u^n-^^——D^ 1 X D^-^1,

in the light of (8.4) we may interchange the order of union as follows:
N = (MoU^^D^-1!^4"1 X D^-1) u^-^ x D^)
where

B^-1 = aDn x D^u^ x D^-71-1.

It is easily seen that B^-1 w D fc - l c8(D n x D^-^.
45
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(Since D^ % ^-n-i ^ ^
B^-^ ^ x D7^-1 x IuD n x D7?-1

w (aDn x luD^ x D^-1
w Dn x D^-1
^D^- 1 ).
Since D^1 x Dk-n-l=Dn x D^-^D75, and

pn+i xD^-^D^caD^
the above decomposition of N becomes:
(8.5)

N^MoU^D^-xD^

It follows easily that N=z^Mo, as was to be shown, proving (8.3).
Lemma (8.6). — Let y:K->L be a simple homotopy equivalence, and
k^ max {dim K, dim L, dim/+ 3} then/induces a bijective differentiable isomorphism,
f :^\K) -^^^(L).
w
Proof. — Let
/: K=Ko- / > K,-t K^-1...-^ K,=L
be the sequence of elementary maps.

The map / is defined to be the composite,

0

f ^f^fi-i ' • •°/i where in case a),
K^K^uA^uA^i
/ : K,_i->K^ is an elementary expansion, then define
^-(^^(K^^^K.)
which is a bijective differentiable isomorphism by (8.3).
In case b ) ,
K.^^K^uA^-^uA^
/ : K^K^_^ is an elementary contraction, and define
f—W^^^-^-Z^^^
r>^

which is again a bijective differentiable isomorphism. This proves (8.6).
The assignation f->f is functorial in the sense that T === i and fog ==f^g
is easily seen.
Let

Ko -^ KI -t K^ ^ . . . -t K,

be a sequence of elementary expansions and contractions so that the map
f=fl° • • • °/2°/1 '' KO->K;

46
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is a simple homotopy equivalence, and let either

or

a)

K^K^uA^uA^

b)

K^^K^uA^uA^

for z= i, . . . , / .

If a) holds, the index i will be called an expansion index, if b) holds the index i will be
called a contraction index. Let
= max {dim K(), dim Kj.

77Z

Let A;>m+3. According to (5.6), if Ko, K^ are simple-homotopy-equivalent, there
is such a simple homotopy equivalence for which all k^m+2 (therefore k^<k),
and all expansion indices occur in the range
I<Z<(JL.

All contraction indices occur for
\L<i<_L
Moreover,

k^k^<_... <_k^
^+1^1^(1+2^- • • • ^-^l9

Theorem (Nonstable Neighborhood Theorem). — For all simple homotopy equivalences,
/:K-^L,
K, L properly ordered filtrations, and integers k>_ max {dim K, dim L}+3, there are
imbeddings
f ^^(K^J^L)
characterized by the properties:
1) /
the above
2) if
The

is " functorial " for simple homotopy equivalences and integers k satisfying
property
/: K—^K* is an elementary expansion,/ is isotopic tof^y
(unique) imbedding described above is an isomorphism
f ^^(K^^^L).

Proof. — Assume the sequence of elementary contractions and expansions from
K==KO to L = K ^ has the above form.
Let Vi, Vg be indices such that (a) k^>m for all indices Vi^v.^^, t 1 ^^^(P) k^^m for all indices v<\,V2>v.
Since each elementary expansion /(v<\) and elementary contraction /(v>^)
satisfies the dimension restriction of Lemma 8.6, the conclusion of (8.6) applies, yielding
an isomorphism
/^^(K^-^/r^K)
for ^ and v>^.
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Letting g==f^of^_^o.. .o/^^ : K^->K^ it suffices, to prove the nonstable
neighborhood theorem, to obtain a (functorial) isomorphism,
iW:^(KJ^J^(KJ.
Having said this, we may rename
K-o== K^; K^ = K;
and we may assume that our simple homotopy sequence,

Ko-^K^K^...4-K,
obeys the following condition:
dimj^>w

for i^^/.

(I may also assume that^ is an expansion for i^v^(i and a contraction for [JL<V<^/:

and

/, : K^^K^UoD^-^D^K,

for v^pL,

/, : K^K^UoD^-^D^K^

for v>^.)

Since n^>m == max {dim K.o, dim Kj for all v = i, . . . , / , it is clear the every expansion
7^,-cell that is added must be removed by some later elementary contraction, for there
are no cells of dimension greater than m in K;. For the same reason, every contraction
?^-cell removed must have previously been added as an elementary expansion, for there
were no cells of dimension greater than in K().
A complication that might arise is when the expansion cell A^^A^s is added
(c
via " the free face of expansion A^~ 1
K^K^^K.u^A^u^Aand is deleted via the free face of contraction A^~1 (i.e. occurs as a contraction cell as
below for some index v'>v)
K^^K^Ar^A^K^
where A^"1^ A^~1. That is to say, the expansion cell A n =A ^ ff does not go out via the
same free face with respect to which it came in. (See Figure 2.)

FIG. 2

I shall now describe the imbedding
7^:^(Ko)^^(K,).
48
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To every neighborhood Ne^^Ro) we may ascribe, in an elementary manner, a
neighborhood N^e^T^^K^). Since /, : K,->K^ (v<^i) is an elementary expansion,
Lemma 8. i applies, yielding an imbedding
(/^^^^(KJ-^^^K^,).
Iteration yields an imbedding
(/.-iW>.. -o(/i)(.) :^(Ko) ->^(KJ.

Let N^= (^-i)(&) 0 - • •°C/i)(fc)N.
terminology of formula (8.2),

It is geometrically quite trivial to visualize N. In the

N^=Nu^-.4u^-xL<... u^^_,.

That is, N^ is N, with (JL— i irrelevant additions. This battery of additions, <^, . . . , S\_^
we visualize as microscopic disjoint cells added to ^N by the patches ^-1, .... <S^~_\.
I shall refer to the subset <^u<^u .. . u<^_^ as the battery.
The problem ahead of us is to produce a neighborhood N; over K^ from the
differentiable cell filtration N^. This will be done by constructing a sequence N^,
N^i, . . ., N; where N^ is a neighborhood over K^, (A^V^/, and each N^ will have a specified c( battery 9? of irrelevant additions, denoted S\^ ^, ..., ^ ; where the number ^ may
vary. Thus N^, is a reordering of:
N,=N,u^u4u...u<^.

(Recall that the symbol M s= M' denotes that M' is a reordering of M.) The differentiable cell filtration
N^ and its battery will be so constructed that N^ will be a
'^^/
/-^
neighborhood of K^ a cell filtration such that dim K^<^m. (That is, the battery lies
over all cells ofK^, of dimension greater than w.)
Inductive lemma. — Assume the situation is as above; N^, is a neighborhood of K^,
with a battery of irrelevant additions: §^, ..., Sq which lie over all cells ofK^ of dimension
greater than m. Let
K, = Is+iU^A^-^A^

where k,>m.

Then

(8.7)

N^ == N,+iU^A^- 1 x Dk-^+lu^^ x D^-^

where N^.^ is a neighborhood over some reordering K^.^ and

^A:v-i ^ j^^-^+iuA^ x D^"^
forms an irrelevant addition S^y

So

N,==N^U^).
The differentiable cell filtration N^i also possesses a battery of irrelevant
additions <^, ..., S^
lying over all cells of K^.^ of dimension greater than m. To
prepare the reader for the nature of the proof of this inductive lemma (which is geome49
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trically quite elementary) several facts should be recalled. The object of the inductive
lemma is to construct a particular differentiable cell decomposition possessing the form
of the right hand side of (8.7). One begins with an arbitrary differentiable cell
decomposition representing N^ which possesses a battery as described above and one
must construct an equivalent differentiable cell decomposition possessing the form of the
right hand side of (8.7). This will be done by performing differentiable isotopies of the
attaching maps of the original differentiable cell decomposition. We are assured, then,
by a foundational proposition (3.6 bis), that two differentiable cell decomposition differing
by isotopies of their attaching maps are equivalent (by a filtration and orientationpreserving diffeomorphism) and therefore give rise to the same differentiable cell filtration.
The essential fact, necessary for the proof of this inductive lemma, is that (by previous
assumption) ^>m, and therefore the " thickened cell " in N^, lying above A^ is part
of the battery of irrelevant additions of N^, and therefore its attaching map is regular
enough so that we may arrange to attain (8.7) by isotopy.
Of course, if A^-1 xDk-^+l is part of the battery ofN,, things are even simpler!
I shall first indicate how to achieve (8.7) in this case. I assume A^-1 x D^-^^ and
A ^ x D ^ - ^ do not belong to the same irrelevant addition <^, otherwise there would
be nothing to do (i.e. N.-N^uA^- x D^-^+^A^ x D^-^ where N,+i is just N,
with ^ deleted, its battery being <^, . . . , ^ again with S\ deleted.) Thus let
^-i^-Qk-k^+i belong to one irrelevant addition S\, say, and A ^ x D ^ - ^ belong
to another, S\. There are two possibilities. Either A^- 1 x D^-^+i is the cap on the
handle of S\. In either case it is an elementary matter to " move " S\ around (by isotopies)
so that A^-1 x D^-^v+^A^ x D^-^ forms an irrelevant addition §^ and the remaining
cap of S\ and cap-or-handle of S\ form an irrelevant addition S\ 3. (The reader sould
notice that this may be viewed as a problem entirely in Euclidean space and independen.
of the nature of N^ for g\, S^ may be thought of as microscopic irrelevant additions
added to a small disc in N^, the problem being then a local one.) This yields a
differentiable cell decomposition representing N^, such that

Nv

— TV
i . jPk
= •^v+l^ ^(v)

where N^i is N^ with the cells <?^ omitted. Clearly N^^ is a neighborhood of some
reordering of K^^ and its " battery " may be taken to be <^, . . ., ^, . . ., €\.
After this digression, I can assume that the free face of contraction A7^-1 x D^'-^^1
is not contained in the battery ofN^. This, of course, implies that k^—\<_m. Since,
by assumption, k^>m, it follows that k^=m+i. We have:
/^-l ^ •Qk-k^+l^^m ^ -Qk-m

A^ X D^~^ = \m+l V T)k—m—l

Let ^m+l x D'-"-1 be part of the irrelevant addition S\ and
<^==A^ xDk~mu^m+l xD^ 2 " 1 .
50
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The reader will be able to follow the details of the remainder of the proof more
easily by referring to Figure 3.
Changing the attaching maps of thickened cells by five isotopies we shall eventually
represent the differentiable cell filtration N^, by the differentiable cell decomposition pictured in (V). It will clearly be of the form required for the inductive lemma. Being given

/TTT^T///
FIG. 3

a differentiable cell decomposition (I) with ^m+l x D^-^-1 and A^ x D^^ being cap
and handle (respectively) of an irrelevant addition we shall construct the differentiable cell
decomposition (V), equivalent to (I), in the manner schematically described by Figure 3.
We may represent N^,, up to reordering, by:

N, = D^ x D^-^u^ ... uA^ x D^
U . . . L L D^xD^-^u^
*?
(i.e. (I) of Figure 3; the cells of relevance to our discussion are A^ x D^"^ and those
of S\. Since S\ is an irrelevant addition, after reordering N^, I may have it come last.)
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Since ^<dimN^==A for all z = = i , ..., y, it may be arranged by isotopy that
A*" x SD^^1 intersects ^N^ in an open set (a patch):
^mx8DJC~m^8N^0.
q

(This is so because U Im 9 may be deformed by isotopy into an arbitrarily small
?
neighborhood of

u^{omx{o})
which is definitely of smaller dimension than A^ x ()DJC~m),
Once one has some non-empty open subset of A^ x ^D^"^ contained in ^N^3
one may as well normalize things by another isotopy, and assume, say, that
A^ x D^^cA^ x BD^-^ is contained in BN^.
Let p : S\~^ ->• A^ X D^--1 be the differendable isomorphism
p(^,J/,o)=(^/2,J/2)

^-^{rf^ (^j/, 0)0^ x R^-1 x R}

where

is given by its standard parametrization. Then, after isotopy (see the transition from (I)
to (II) in Figure 3), the neighborhood N\, may be represented by
N =. D^ x D^-^u. ... uA^ x D^-^u ... LT, D"? x D^-^u. ^.
T2

Tflr

t

;

Let Y; ^(1/4) x D^-^ -> A^ x D^ betheisotopy ^(^J )=(( +3^•^J / )• Let
Y< : N^->N^ be an isotopy which extends y<' so that YO^ I - Then the neighborhood N^
may be represented by
(8.8)

I

N^D^ x D^-^u^u ... u^ D"? x D^-^u^p^

(see the transition from (II) to (III) in Figure 3).
Let B^A^ x D^'^u^cN^ in the representation (8.3). Then B might be parametrized by
B^^.j^eA^xD^-^x 1}
^{m) = A^ x D^cB

where
is given by:

A^xD^-^ b^(x,y,r)e^\o<_r<_1- ,

j/

and

<

OT

g'(

l

t

l

c

l l

+ )=A" + xD' -" - c<^cB is given by
^+^•D't-m-l={b=(x,Jl,r)eK\l|s<.r<,'^|3},

and
is given by
52
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Let \ : B-^B be the isotopy which rotates B 180° about the (ji, r)-plane so that
^(A^ x D^) = A^ x D^. Then N, may be represented, up to reordering as follows:
(8.9)

N^D- x D^u^u . . . u^^u^A- x D^-....

(see the transition from (III) to (IV) in Figure 3).
Applying the isotopy y^-1 to the attaching maps of ^(A^ x D^-^) and
m+l
\(^
x D^^-1) one may obtain a representation ofN^ as in (V) of Figure 3. The
cells A^ x D^^uA^14-1 x D^-1 form an irrelevant addition ^ added to a " patch 5?
of A^ x D^"^. Moreover, <^ is free of further attaching maps, so we may reorder N^
to obtain such a representation: N^N^U^), and N^ is easily seen to be a
neighborhood over some reordering of K^i. The new battery of N^.^ is simply
^, .. ., g\ (i.e. it is the old battery with g\ deleted).
Since N^ is N^i with an ce irrelevant addition ", there is a unique isotopy class
of diffeomorphisms
/N^N^N,^.
v
w
This establishes the inductive lemma, and hence the theorem, for given any
NoGe/T^Ko), taking N^ to be as above, with its battery of irrelevant additions, repeated
application of the inductive lemma yields for us a neighborhood N^ of some reordering
of K^. By a foundational proposition any neighborhood of a cell filtration K' may
be reordered to yield a neighborhood of any properly ordered cell filtration K which
is a reordering of K'.
Since K^ is properly ordered, N; may be reordered to yield a neighborhood of K^.
I shall denote that neighborhood by N;, as well. Define
/:^(Ko)->^(K,)
by /(No) ==N^ and to each No one may define fy: N^N; to be the composite diffeomorphism. This yields an imbedding
^
/:^(Ko)^^(K,).
It is easily seen that/ is functorial (i.e. fog==fog ; '1== i) which implies that/ is an
isomorphism. Therefore the nonstable neighborhood theorem is proved.
As an application of the nonstable neighborhood theorem, I shall compute the set
of/;-dimensional neighborhoods over a filtration of the yz-disc for various values of n and k.
Let C^e^ be the following filtered object:

0'"'== (Co, GI, Cg, Cg)
where

Co=0; Ci=D°; G^D^D'1-1; C3=D o uD n - l u^D n

where D^D^ is to be identified with S^^^ and 9 : aD^D^D^ is the
identity map. G" is of the same simple homotopy type as D° (i.e. the map /: D0—^"
is a simple homotopy equivalence) and dimf=n.
Call i^e^T^C^ the trivial neighborhood over CT with k>_n.
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Corollary (8.10).— ^ ( ( ^ ^ { i j for k>n+^
It is trivial to see that ^(C^) =={iJ. This leaves two undetermined cases:
^-^(C^), and ^-^(C^).
It is easily seen that ^^(C^) can be woefully large. In particular, ^(C2)
contains a large number of neighborhoods N^^T^G2) with non-simply connected
boundaries. (Figure i of [3] gives rise to a filtration of W4 (in [3]) which exhibits W4
as an element ofJ^C 2 )).
Of course, ./(^(C1) =-[ig}, since the dimension is too low for non-trivial
happenings.
I know nothing about ^n+l{Cn), in general. ^(C2) ={13}, for reasons of low
dimension. If SCn= (Co, C^, C^CC^ then assuming that a neighborhood Ne^+^G^
restricts to the trivial neighborhood ly^i over ^C^, it can be proved (using a differentiable
version of the Schoenflies theorem extended to cover the case of an " annulus 5? (see [4])),
that N is combinatorially filtration-equivalent to i^ieJ^4'3^). (It would probably
follow by recent results of Cairns and Munkres that N = = i ^ ^ . )
Differentiable cell filtrations of manifolds. — Let M be a compact differentiable
manifold.
Definition: The geometric dimension of M is less than or equal to k (written: geom
dim ^A<_k) if there is a differentiable cell filtration ^ of M, which is a neighborhood
of a cell filtration X such that dim X<A:.
Thus geom dim M^A if and only if there is a Morse function f on M all of whose
critical points have index less than or equal to k.
An application of the nonstable neighborhood theorem is the following:
Existence theorem. — Let M71 be an ^-dimensional differentiable manifold such that
geom dim M.n<^n—3. Let f: M^-^X be a simple homotopy equivalence between M"
and a properly ordered cell filtration X such that dim X<^—3. Then there is a
differentiable cell filtration ^ of M which is a neighborhood ofX such that f : M^—^X
is a projection map for ^.
This theorem provides a partial answer to the question of existence of differentiable
cell filtrations of manifolds.
Proof. — Since geom dim M.n<n—3, there is a differentiable cell filtration ^'
of M which is a neighborhood of a cell filtration X' such that dim X' <_n—3, and hence
a reordering ^{" of ^ ( ' is a neighborhood of a properly ordered cell filtration X",
dimX"^^—3. Thus there is a simple homotopy equivalence f" : X"->X obtained
from the homotopy commutative diagram:
M^ — X

-i
i

X"

where TC" is a projection map for e^".
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According to the nonstable neighborhood theorem,
f" : ^(X") ->J^(X)
w

is an isomorphism if
A^max{dim X", dim X} +3

or k>^n.

Considering^" as an element of^(X"), letejf== (/"K^"). This differentiable
cell filtration^ possesses the desired properties. Since/" is an isomorphism and J ( "
is a differentiable filtration of M^ J( is also a differentiable filtration of M^ Moreover,
^e^^X), and it is easily seen that /: M.n-^X is a projection map for Jl\ Notice
that the hypotheses of the existence theorem are never satisfied for manifolds without
boundary. Also, some restriction concerning geometric dimension is necessary for the
conclusion to hold. For example, there are compact contractible manifolds not diffeomorphic with a cell. (Any such manifold C is of the simple homotopy type of the cell
filtration consisting of a single point. It is not a neighborhood of the cell filtration,
however.) An example of a class of manifolds that obey the hypotheses of the theorem
is the class of differentiable A;-cell bundles over differentiable manifolds (A:>3).
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CHAPTER IX

DUALITY AND THE EXISTENCE
OF DIFFERENTIAL CELL FILTRATIONS
FOR MANIFOLDS WITHOUT BOUNDARY
The main theorem proved in this paper, which gives a strong sufficient condition
for existence of a differentiable cell filtration ^( of a differentiable manifold M such
thatch is neighborhood of a given cell filtration X, is the existence theorem of Chapter VIII.
In general (for manifolds with boundary), it is easily seen that one cannot dispense
with any the conditions of the theorem without the conclusion being false. If the
manifold M possesses no boundary, there are ways of strengthening the existence theorem
to apply more generally by making use of Poincare duality. This idea is originally
due to Smale, and was used in his proof of the Poincare conjecture.
Duality* — The geometric manifestation of Poincare duality is that if you take
a filtered manifold and turn it upside-down it still looks like a filtered manifold, with
a rather different (dual) filtration.
From the point of view of Morse theory, this fact can be expressed even more simply:
Iffis a Morse function, so is (—f).
In particular, iff had critical points p^ . . ., p^ such that

(i) /(A)</(A)<...</(A)
(ii) the index of p^ is n^
then the Morse function g{x) == —f{x) has critical points j^, ^_i, ... 5 A such that

(i) ^A)<^A-i)<...<^A)
(ii) the index of p^ is n—n^ (where n=dim M).
By virtue of the " equivalence " of Morse functions and differentiable cell nitrations,
one may expect an analogous duality.
Let M= (MO, . . . , M^ be a differentiable filtration, and let
9, : BD^ x D"-^->aM,_i
be the " attaching maps
56
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Let M^=M^—M^_^- be the closures of the complements of the M ^ _ ^ z = o , . . . , v .
Then
M^M^u^D^-z) x Dn-n{.-i)
where

9,* : D^-i) x 8Dn-n^-^) -> BM\_^

is the inclusion map in M^.

Therefore
M*=(M;, ....M;)-

is a filtration called the dual filtration to M, where
ni=n—n^_^,

9, : BD^ x Dn-rli -> BM,*_i.
Of course, if the Morse function / corresponds to the differentiable cell filtration M,
the Morse function (—f) will correspond to M*.
Geometric ^-skeletons. — Let M be a differentiable manifold without boundary.
By a geometric k-skeleton ofM., I will mean a differentiable submanifold U cM such that U
is a compact manifold obtainable as the closure of an open set in M, and if VcM is
the closed complement of U in M, then
geom dim V<_k
geom dim V<^—k— i

where n == dim M.

It is easily seen that geometric ^-skeletons always exist; they are not unique.
If X is a properly ordered cell filtration, then X^, the k-skeleton of X, will mean
the subfiltration of X consisting of all cells of X of dimension less than or equal to k.
If the differentiable cell filtration ^K is a neighborhood of X, then ^(fc), the k-skeleton
of^(^ will denote the part of^ lying above X^.
Ife^f is a properly ordered differentiable filtration ofM, then the submanifold U cM
cut out by the ^-skeleton ^(k) of ^ is a geometric A-skeleton of M.
To see this, first notice that geom dim U^k, by definition. Further, if V is the
closed complement of U in M, then V is easily seen to be cut out by (^) (n ~ fe-l) ^ the
/--^
{n — k — i) -skeleton of^f, the dual filtration ofe^f. Thus geom dim V<^n — k — i, and U
is therefore a geometric ^-skeleton of M.
Construction of differentiable cell filtrations for manifolds without
boundary. — Any geometric ^-skeleton UcM decomposes M as the union of two
submanifolds
M=UuV.
If 2<_k<n—2, then
geom dim U<^n—3
geom dim \<_n—3,
57
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which means that both U and V satisfy the requirements of existence theorem, and one
may construct differendable cell nitrations of ^, -T by c( simple-homotopy-theoretic
means 9? . Therefore, to obtain differentiable cell filtrations of M one must have a method
for compounding differentiable filtrations ^, V o f U , V into a differentiable filtration^
of M. This is an easy matter:
Proposition (9.1). — Let M be a differentiable manifold without boundary, and

M=UuV

UnV=au=av
where U, V are submanifolds of M. If ^ is a differentiable cell filtration of U, and V
is a differentiable cell filtration ofV, then there is a differentiable cell filtration ^ of M
such that ^ is a subfiltration of JK, and V is a subfiltration of jf.
The proof of (9.1) may be given most succinctly in the language of Morse functions.
The differentiable filtrations ^/, i^ give rise to Morse functions/u,/v on U, V respectively
and if we take I x ( U n V ) c M as a tubular neighborhood of U n V = = a U = a V in M

(with {-1} x (UnV) cU,

{ + 1} X (UnV) cV,

{0} x ( U n V ) = U n V )

we may assume the normalization:
f^{t,x)=t

if ^<o,A:eUnV

fv^x)=—t

if ^o.^eUnV.

Let /: M-^R denote the following differentiable function:
a

)

/[U=/u

b

)

/|V=-/v.

By virtue of the normalizations, / is again a Morse function. It gives rise to a differentiable cell filtration^ ofM, which has the properties desired (i.e. it is easily verified
that Jt satisfies a), b ) , c ) , d)}.
Proposition (9.1) succeeds in constructing differentiable cell filtrations of a manifold
without boundary, solely on the basis of simple homotopy theoretic information, once
one is provided with some geometric ^-skeleton [2<k<n—2). It is much weaker than
the most general existence theorem that one might conjecture: Let / : M->X be a
simple homotopy equivalence between the differentiable manifold M (without boundary)
and the cell filtration X. Then there is a differentiable cell filtration Ji of M which
is a neighborhood of X such that /: M-^X is a projection map.
A weakness of (9.1) is that so far, no homotopy-theoretic criterion has been given
for the existence of geometric ^-skeletons. (Of course, once a geometric ^-skeleton has
been given, all other information necessary is simple-homotopy-theoretic.) The next
paragraph will provide certain homotopy criteria for the construction of nice geometric
A-skeletons.
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Construction of geometric ^-skeletons of ^-connected manifolds.
Lemma (9.2). — Let X be a cell filtration which is A-connected and (k-{-1)-dimensional. Then X is simple-homotopy equivalent with

s^v.^vs^ 1
where q is the rank of H^i(X).
Proof. — a) If k== o, then X is a i-dimensional connected complex which is clearly
of the simple homotopy type of S^V. . .VS1
b) If k > i, then X is simply connected and of the homotopy type of S^ ^. . . VS^ + \
and one may apply (5.4).
Proposition (9.3). — Let M.n be a ^-connected manifold without boundary, such
that
k<n—4.

Then a differentiably imbedded yz-cell, D^M^ is a geometric ^-skeleton of M^.
Proof. — Let e^ be a properly ordered differentiable cell filtration of M, and
lete^"^ be its (k +1) -skeleton. Let ^(k+l) be a filtration of the submanifold UcM.
LeteJ^^ be a neighborhood of X^-^, the {k + i) -skeleton of X, the cell filtration
of which ^ is a neighborhood. Then

^(X^)^(X)^(M)-H
/^

if q^k. The first isomorphism can be seen from the homotopy sequence for the pair
(X, X^"^) and the fact that X—X^"^ is made up only of cells of dimension greater
than k + i.
Therefore X^ + ^ satisfies the requirements of Lemma 9.2 and is of the simple
homotopy type of S^V.. .VS^1. Thus U, the submanifold of M cut out by ^ (fc+l) ,
is a geometric (A+ i)-skeleton of M, k-{-i<n—2, and there is a simple homotopy equivalence ^ : U—^S^^V.. .VS^"^. The existence theorem applies, yielding a differentiable cell filtration W of U such that ^e^S^V.. .VS^1). (By S^V. . .VS^ 4 - 1
I refer to the cell filtration:
1
n°u
TV^u^or^+^j
T)k+l'})
u UQ.U^
^
^o • • • u
^o^q

Let / r=e^ (n - & - 2) be the (n— k— 2) -skeleton ofJ?, the dual filtration ofe^f. Then V
is a filtration of V, the closure of the complement of U.
Proposition 9. i applies and we may conglomerate the nitrations ^ on U, i^ on V
to obtain a differentiable filtration i^ on M. It follows that iT^ == ^{k) is a neighborhood
of D°. That is,
iT^=^x^\
Therefore the submanifold D^D0 x D^cM^ is a geometric ^-skeleton of M^, proving
Proposition 9.2.
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Another way of stating (9.2) is:
Corollary (9.3). — Let M71 be a ^-connected differentiable manifold without
boundary {k<_n—^. Let M^ be the bounded differentiable manifold obtained by
removing the interior of an yz-cell from M^. Then geom dim Mn<_n—k— i.
Corollary (9.4). — Let 1VP be a 2-connected manifold without boundary, n>_6.
Let M^ be as in (9.3). Let /: M^X be a (simple) homotopy equivalence between M
and a properly ordered ^-dimensional cell filtration X (y^—s). Then there is a diffe^
rentiable filtration ^ of M^ which is a neighborhood of X such that /: M ->X is a
projection.
Proof. — Since geom dim M^n—k—i, the existence theorem applies.
these considerations one may prove a theorem of Smale's:

From

Corollary (9.5). — Let IVP be a ^-connected manifold without boundary, k<_^.
Then there exists a Morse function on JVP with a unique maximum, a unique
minimum, and all of whose critical points p, have indices j\ such that
k<j\<n—k.

Or, equivalently, if M^ is M" with the interior of an 72-cell removed, then M admits a
differentiable cell filtration^ which is a neighborhood of a cell filtration X*such that
(i)

dimX<n—L

(ii) X has a unique o-cell, D°.
(iii) X possesses no cells of dimension less than or equal to k.
Proof. — We shall prove the second version of the above proposition. By
Proposition 9.3, geom dim M^ <n — k — i. Therefore there is a differentiable filtration-^
ofM^ such that^ is a neighborhood of a properly ordered cell filtration Y of dimension
less than n — k. Giving Dn the trivial differentiable filtration, and expressing M = M uD^
(9.1) applies to give a differentiable filtration IT of M. Then ^( fc+l ) cuts out a
submanifold U of M, and by the same reasoning as in (9.3), ^ (fe+l) is a neighborhood
ofx^^, a (k + i) -dimensional ^-connected cell filtration. By (9.2) X^ 4 '^ is of the
simple homotopy type of S^V. . .VS^1 for some q. Again, applying the existence
theorem, U admits a differentiable cell filtration ^ which is a neighborhood of
S^V . . . VS^4-1. If V is the closed complement of U in M, then
^r _ ^ { n — k — 2 )

is a differentiable cell filtration of V. Combining the differentiable nitrations ^ of U,
- T o f V t o obtain a filtration^ ofM (by means of (9. i)), it is immediately seen that^
possesses the required properties for 9.5. More precisely, Jt possesses a unique
cc
thickened 9? yz-cell:
Jf=J^ * uDnxDO

and ^ is a differentiable cell filtration of M^ obeying (i), (ii), (iii).
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Manifolds of the same homotopy type as S^ — The general Poincare conjecture
for differentiable manifolds of the same homotopy type as the Tz-sphere was originally
proved by Smale [n] for n>y
Theorem of Smale. — Let M^ be a differentiable manifold such that n>_ 5; M"^ S^
Then
M^D^u^
where 9 : SQ^-xSG^ is a differentiable isomorphism.
Other equivalent statements of Smale's theorem are:
A) There is a function f on M^ possessing precisely two non-degenerate critical
points (a maximum and a minimum).
B) M n e^ w which is the group of differentiable n-spheres defined by Milnor [7].
C) There is a piece-wise differentiable homeomorphism g : M.n—^Sn.
D) M^ possesses a differentiable cell filtration^ which is a neighborhood of D^^D^
Corollary 9.5 implies Smale's theorem for %^>6. This may be seen since M^
by hypothesis, isA-connected for k == n—4. According to 9.5, M admits a differentiable
filtration e^f which is a neighborhood of a cell filtration X containing a single o-cell,
no cells of dimension less than k + i, and dim X< n—k— i. It follows that X •= D°,
and consequently ^ = D° x D71 if
n—k—i<k+i.

This happens if n> 6.

If n == 6, X = D° u^i u^Dj u . . . u D^.

Since

H3(X)^H3(M^{o}
it follows that q === o, X == D°, and M == D° x D^. The last isomorphims may be seen,
for instance, using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the decomposition M.n==M.^uDn,
making use of the fact:
HJM^HJS-).
Smale's theorem for ^==5 cannot be directly obtained from Corollary 9.5. The best
that one may easily obtain from (9.5) is that there is a differentiable filtration of M5 x I, ^,
which is a neighborhood of X == D° u D5. From this fact, and the differentiable Schoenflies
theorem (in dimension 5) [4], [9], one may obtain that M5 is homeomorphic with S5.
Homotopy Skeletons. — The problem of the existence of geometric ^-skeletons
will be reduced to a homotopy question (see Proposition 9.8). For this, we will need
a lemma of simple homotopy theory (Lemma 15, page 46 of [14]).
Lemma (9.6). — Let K be a subfiltration of the cell filtration X. Let
T^(X, K) =o, n= i, ..., r. Then there is a cell filtration Y satisfying these properties:
a) There is an inclusion (B : KcY.
b) All cells of Y — K are of dimension greater than r.
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c ) There is a simple homotopy equivalence
/:X-^Y
which is the identity on K.
d) dim Y^< max {r + 2, dim X}.
Definition (9.7). — By a homotopy k-skeleton of the differentiable manifold M, I shall
mean a continuous map
f:X->M

of the cell filtration X into M such that
a)

dim X<k

b)

T^(M,X)=O

<7=i,...,A.

If / : X-^M^ is an arbitrary continuous map of the cell filtration X into the
differentiable manifold M, I will say that the compact submanifold U^cM^ is a
neighborhood of the mapping f if
a) /(X)cU.
b) There is a differentiable cell filtration % of U which is a neighborhood of X,
for which y:X->U is a cross-section.
Proposition (9.8). — Let M^ be a compact differentiable manifold without
boundary. Let k<_n—5 and
/rX-.]^

a homotopy ^-skeleton for M^; assume X properly ordered. Then there is a
neighborhood U^cM^ of the mapping fy which is a geometric ^-skeleton of M^.
Conversely, every geometric A-skeleton of M^ comes from a homotopy ^-skeleton,
f\ X-^M^ in this manner.
After Proposition 9.83 the construction of geometric A-skeletons in manifolds of
high enough dimension is a homotopy theoretic matter.
Let M^-^ be some geometric (n— 5) -skeleton of M; M-M^-^uM^. Thus
there is a differentiable cell filtration o{M.(n~5\ ^(n~5\ which is a neighborhood ofY, a
cell filtration, dimY^<%—5.
Since dim X==A:;<n—5, we may deform f : X->M up to homotopy, and assume
that /(X^M^-^cM.
Let g : X->Y be the continuous map

\i-

X -^ M^-^
Y

where TT is a projection map for the differentiable cell filtration ^(n-5). Let W be the
cell filtration consisting in the mapping cylinder of g:
W-XxIuY/{(^,i)-^)}
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(the right-hand side may naturally be given the structure of a cell filtration). There
is a <c projection map " p : W->Y which is a simple homotopy equivalence, XcW as
a subfiltration, and the diagram:
X c W

\iY
is commutative.
Since

(This is standard.)
TT^(M,X)==O,

^=15 . . . 3 ^

T^(W,X)=O

<z=i, ...,/;.

we have:

dim W^max{A;+ i? n—5}^^—4.
Consequently, according to Lemma 9.6, there is a cell filtration Y', such that
XCY', dim Y'^yz—3 and all cells of Y ' — X are of dimensions greater than k, and there
is a simple homotopy equivalence y : W — ^ Y ' which is identity on X. The cell
filtration Y' may be taken to be properly ordered. Let 9 : Y'->Y be a simple homotopy
equivalence making
W -^ Y

Y'

homotopy-commutative.
Since .^"^eJ^Y) and max{dim Y, dim Yf}<n—t2 the nonstable neighborhood theorem applies, yielding a differentiable cell filtration ^'e^^Y') corresponding to ^(n-5) under 9. Hence ^ ( ' is also a* filtration of the differentiable manifold
^(n-5) By means of the decomposition,
M=M{n-5)uM{b\

one may compound a differentiable cell filtration ^ on M using J ( ' on M^"55 and J(^
on M^. Then IT is a differentiable cell filtration of M such that ^'aT. I f ^
is the ^-skeleton of ^, it is immediate that i^^ is a neighborhood of X and U, the
submanifold cut out by iT^\ is a neighborhood of the mapping f: X->M. Clearly U
is a geometric ^-skeleton of M, proving 9.8.
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CHAPTER X

ORIENTED MANIFOLDS WITHOUT BOUNDARY
For the general case of compact differentiable manifolds with boundary, we have
seen that the existence theorem of Chapter VIII is the " best possible 5? .
If the manifold possesses no boundary, then Poincare Duality enforces a very strong
symmetry enabling us to deduce stronger geometric statements. In this case, any
/-»>»»'
differentiable filtration ^ possesses a dual filtration e^. In this chapter, it will be seen
/~<^
that the very rigid duality between ^ and ^ ensures a similar duality between X,
r^u

r**j

X (the cell filtrations of which, ^, ^ are neighborhoods).

In particular, in the termi-

nology of this chapter, X, X are paired into M. The notion of being " paired into M 9?
is a simple-homotopy-theoretic notion, and the main theorem of this chapter (The
Existence Theorem for Oriented Manifolds without boundary) says that if TZ> 7 any
/^»-/
pairing of cell filtrations X, X may be realized (in some natural sense) by dual differenr^i

tiable cell filtrations ^, ^ of M.
In this manner, the question of existence of differentiable cell filtrations of an
oriented manifold M."' is reduced to the simple-homotopy-theoretic question of constructing
" pairings

33

/'^»^1

of cell filtrations, X, X into M^.

Pairings of cell filtrations into Oriented Manifolds* — Recall that a regular cell
decomposition is a properly ordered one, X, such that

(p^D^cX^-1)
where <p^ is the i^ attaching map. Any properly ordered cell filtration X may be represented by a regular cell decomposition, and for the ensuing discussion, I will identify X
with some regular cell decomposition representing X. There will be no harm in this,
since the situations arising from two choices of regular representatives will be canonically
isomorphic.
If X is properly ordered, CT(X) (C (X)) will denote the cellular cochain (chain)
complex with respect to the filtration X. That is, C^X) =B.q(X{q\X(q~l)),
C*(X) ==S^oC ^ (X)^ endowed with the coboundary operators obtained in a natural
way by considering the cohomology exact sequences of the couples (X^, X^"^).
If X, Y are properly ordered cell filtrations, there is a natural cell filtration X x Y
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(the cartesian product) whose cells are D^xD^', products of cells D^ ofX, D^ ofY.
The ordering of cells is lexicographical in each dimension, thus X X Y is properly
ordered. It is easily seen that G*(X X Y) w C*(X) x C*(Y).
If X is a properly ordered cell filtration, CT (X) may be defined by choosing a
representative cell decomposition; it is independent (up to unique isomorphism) of the
representative chosen.
If X=(XQ, . . . , X J is a regular cell decomposition, X^=X^_iUD^, eachcellD^
determines an element ^eG^X). Intuitively, ^ is the cochain which takes the
value + i on the chain + D^S ^d the value o on all other ^-dimensional cells.
The set ^==-[i;J, i= i, .. ., v forms a linearly independent set of generators of CT(X).
This basis I will refer to as the chosen basis of C*(X). Then if M is a differentiable
manifold, by G*(M) I shall mean a simplicial cochain complex of M (for any triangulation of M).
Let M" be an oriented differentiable manifold without boundary. Let ^ be
/^«w'
a properly ordered differentiable cell filtration of M". Let Jt be the dual filtration
(^»-/

<^>w'

to «^. Let «^, e^ be neighborhoods of the cell nitrations X, X (which for convenience,
we identify with regular cell decompositions representing them) having
9 :M-^X
^-^
/-<^
9 : M->X
as respective projection maps.
Under this situation, a rather strict c( Poincare Duality " may be seen to hold
/^^
between X and X.
Given any two cell filtrations X, Y there is a natural map X : (^(XxY)-^
obtained by extending the pairing
^i0^)^-

ij=^ • . . , v

by linearity to all of G*(X X Y) w C'^X^C^Y), and then by restricting to
G ^ X x Y ) ^ S C^X^C^-^Y),
q=0

where {^}, {T]J are the chosen bases of X, Y.
/^»«/
If X, X are the two cell filtrations coming, as above, from dual differentiable cell
filtrations, the maps:
X rGTO^Cr-^X^Z
are non-degenerate pairings for all q == o, .. ., n. This statement is obviously equivalent
to the fact that if:
X==(Xo,...,XJ; X,=X,_,uD^
("••^
^-/
X=(Xe,...,X^);

X-X^uD"
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then
r^-/

v ==v

a)

b)

7^-|-^== 72

for i== i, .. .5 v.

Suggested by this, two properly ordered cell filtrations X, Y will be called
n-compatible if
\:Cq(X)®Cn-q(y)-.Z
is a non-degenerate pairing for q = o, . . . , % .
y^
Moreover, if X, X are the cell filtrations coming from dual differentiable
/^w'
filtrations e^, ^ of M, with projection maps 9, ^p, the following commutative diagram
is easily checked:
C"(X x X)D Z"(X x X) -> H"(X x X)
(10.1)
\

Z^H"(M)

/^»/

and if f '. X —> X is the simple homotopy equivalence making
M ^ X
^ /
X

commutative, A : X—»X X X the diagonal map,
TTn/x^.-^

H"(XxX)

(lx/')

H»(X x X)

(10.2)

Z

<p»

H"(X)

is also commutative, where X is now the homomorphism induced on cohomology by the
natural pairing X : G"(X xX)->Z« H"(M).
These definitions are suggested by (10.2):
An n-dimensional homology-orientation of a cell filtration X, is an isomorphism
6 : H"(X)->-Z. A pairing of two n-dimensional ^-compatible homology-oriented cell
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filtrations X, X is given by an orientation-preserving simple homotopy equivalence
/""•^
y:X-^X making:
IP(XxX) ^f)n IP(XxX)

z

IP(X)

commutative.
Thus any differentiable cell filtration ej^ of an oriented differentiable manifold M^,
/^««^
without boundary, yields a pairing of the two cell filtrations X, X obtained as the
unthickenings of the dual filtrations e^, ^.
/-»»-/
If M is an oriented differentiable Tz-manifold, a pairing of X and X into M will
denote a pair (9,^)5 of simple homotopy equivalences,

M -^ X
^
/"^^
X
'^"/

/

such that the simple homotopy equivalence, ./==^9~1 ; X->X is a pairing of X to X
/••••»'
where X is given the homology orientation induced by 9 and X that induced by'9'.
The notion of a pairing of cell filtrations is a simple-homotopy-theoretic notion.
/-^/
I shall say that a differentiable cell filtration^ realises the pairing (9, ^) of X, X to M
if the differentiable cell filtiation ^( gives rise to that pairing in the manner described
/-»^>
^<^/
^-'
above, (i.e., if e^, Ji are neighborhoods of X, X with (p : M-^X,^ : M->X as
projection maps.)
I shall say that a subfiltration KcX is complementary to a subfiltration KcX
•

.

^^

if G*(K)cG*(X) is the annihilator of G^K^cG^X) with respect to the natural
(non-degenerate) pairing, \. The following technical lemma will be useful:
Lemma (10.3). — Let

c
(10.4)

K

/

X

X

\s

<-^^

K

!/c
Y

Y
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be a commutative diagram and let the horizontal arrows /, g be pairings of properly
ordered cell filtrations, the vertical arrows, simple homotopy equivalences. Let K be
a subfiltration of both X, Y and K ofX, Y and let K and K be complementary. Assume,
further, that K contains the 2-skeleton of X and of Y. Then there is a cell filtration
similarity-mapping
S :X->Y

(i.e. S is orientation and filtration-preserving)
^ '-^
such that
X —> X

£

/
K

2
N
5 K

s

c\i
l/c
a
/^^
Y -^ Y
is commutative.
Proof. — We must show that a : X-->Y may be replaced by an orientation and
filtration-preserving map,
X-^ Y

2

A/
'v
K

Such a map will be constructed inductively, by modifying a successively so that it is
filtration-preserving on increasingly larger subfiltrations, L,
KCLCX.
Assume, then that a : X->Y is filtration and orientation-preserving on L, so that, for
convenience of notation we may identify L with its image and write:
X^LuD^u.^uD^
Y^LuD^u.. .uD^.
It is seen at once by commutativity of (10.4) that n^=m^==k. Again, for convenience,
call Dnl==Dk and let Y ^ L u D ^ U . . . uD^. Our first aim will be to show that
(T : LuD^-^Y may be homotopically modified to a map,
a^ : LuD^LuD^CY.
For elementary reasons, we may immediately assume (^(LuD^cY^.
identity on L,
a : (D^D^-^Y^L)
gives rise to an element
[a]e^\L).
68
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To show that a map a^ exists such that

is commutative, one need only show that [a] (see chap. I) is in the image of the natural
homomorphism j:
7r,(LuD^L)-^7r,(Y^L)

h

W

H,(LuD^L) -^ H,(Y^L)

Z

H,(Y^, Y^-1))

G,(Y)
Using the definition of pairing and commutativity of (10.4), it is easily seen that
A(M) =/(+!)

where h is the Hurewicz map and + i is the natural generator of H^(LuD^, L).
Since the Hurewicz maps are isomorphisms modulo the natural action of 7r^(L) the
result follows.
Complements. — Given a homotopy ^-skeleton

y^K—]^
we shall need to know simple-homotopy-theoretic information about the closed complement of a neighborhood of the mapping/. This is done by (< imbedding 55 K in X, a
cell filtration paired into M, and the proposition reads:
69
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Proposition (10.5). — If M^ is an oriented ^-manifold without boundary, (9,^) a
pairing into M,
M ^ X
^
^^-/

x

/^-^

<""^

and KcX, KcX are complementary subfiltrations such that
a)

X^'cKcX

b)

dimK^ra—5

then there are homotopy-inverses to y, "9':

X ^ M

H
X
such that there are neighborhoods U, VCM of the maps
^ :K—M
i"^/

i^t/

^ :K-^M
which are closed complements of one another in M.
M=UuV,

(i.e.,

UnV-aU=aV).

For the proof of Proposition 10.5 we shall need the following technical lemma:
Lemma (10.6). — Let X, Y be cell decompositions and C(X), C(Y) their cellular
chain complexes, with chosen bases. Let /:X->Y be a continuous map such that
/(X^cY^ for all q, which is a simple homotopy equivalence of X and Y. Assume,
further, that
^ : C,(X) -> G,(Y)

is an isomorphism for all q>k and fq takes the chosen basis of C (X) to the chosen
basis of C^(X) (q>k). Then
f^ : x^-^Y^

is a simple homotopy equivalence.
Proof. — It is easily seen that /k is an isomorphism of fundamental group and
homology groups. Therefore, by the classical Whitehead theorem, /k is a homotopy
equivalence. Using the fact that the Whitehead torsion of the map / is zero, and
that f^ : C^(X) ^ C^(Y) is a correspondence of chosen bases, one obtains that the
Whitehead torsion of/^ is zero, proving the lemma.
The only case of Proposition 10.5 that we will use will be where K ^ X ^ for
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For simplicity, I shall prove it only in this case; the general result would then

follow quite easily. So we may set K=X(k\ Then K^X^-^, and 2<k<n—^
It is immediately seen that

^: x{k)->Mn

is a homotopy A-skeleton, and therefore, if k<_n—5, Proposition 9.7 applies, and we
have that there is a neighborhood UcM^ of the mapping ^ which is a geometric
^-skeleton of M". Explicitly, there is a differentiable cell filtration^ o{Mn such that^
is a neighborhood of X^ cutting out the submanifold UcM^. The closed complement
of U, VclVT may then be given as the submanifold of M.n cut out by ^(n-71-1).
We may choose a homotopy-inverse to y : M-^X, ^>, so that
^X(n-fc-l)^y;

X

^

>

U|

MU|

1

x(^- ) i> v.
Let Z be the cell filtration which is the (< unthickening " of'?T (i.e. ^e^^Z)) and let
<'^»/
/^^
g : M->Z x Z be the resulting pairing. Then we may interpret ^ as a map:
/^^/

^

/^/

X ——-—> Z

U|

U[

V{n—k—l)

^{n—k—1}
^

where ^ : X^-^Z^ is the identity map. The map ^ may be seen to satisfy the
hypotheses of lemma (10.6) showing that
^(n-Jc-l)

_^

V

<?

is a simple homotopy equivalence.
Since U is a geometric ^-skeleton of M", k>_2, we have: geom dim V<^n—3 and
therefore, by the existence theorem of Chapter VIII, V is a neighborhood of the mapping
^K^X^-^V.
The existence theorem for oriented manifolds without boundary. — The
object of this chapter is to demonstrate an existence theorem showing that purely on the
basis of simple-homotopy-theoretic information, one may conclude the existence of differentiable cell nitrations of M.
The essential statement of the existence theorem is that ifM" is an oriented manifold
71
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without boundary, n^ 7, any pairing ofX, X to M^ is realisable by dual cell filtrations, ^,
J( of M. But not quite. Something a bit weaker than that will be proved, and in
order to make the statement of the theorem succinct, I shall prepare the way for its
entrance by a definition.
Definition (10.7). — The pair of dual differentiable cell filtrations Jf, JX of the
oriented manifold M" will be said to be a realisation up to similarity of the pairing
M^X
<p \
r^j

X
/

^*"'

r"^

if the pair ^, ^ is a realization of a pairing (<{;, ^)

Y

? t M" ^ X
<~<^

X

such that there are similarity mappings (i.e., filtration and orientation-preserving
homotopy equivalences) a, ^ making the above diagram homotopy-commutative.
More succinctly: the pair ^,J^ is a realization up to similarity of X,X if there are
filtration and orientation-preserving homotopy equivalences TC, V,
JC

Jl

^

//

M"
>•

/Sf

s

V-

X

X

such that the above diagram is homotopy commutative.
Existence theorem for oriented manifolds. — Let M" be an oriented manifold
without boundary, n^j. Let

M"
-1

X

/•"^

X

be a pairing. Then there exists a realization (up to similarity) of the pairing (<p, ^p)
by dual differentiable cell filtrations e^f, Jf of M^.
Proof. — Let ^ : X->M be a homotopy inverse to 9 and let K^X^cX.
Then I^X^cX.
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Since 2<_n—5, Proposition 10.5 applies, and there is a homotopy inverse to^,

^x-^ivr
and complementary submanifolds U, VcM" such that
^ :K->U
r>^

r^/

^ :K^V
y^^/

and U is a neighborhood of ^ V is a neighborhood of ^.
Thus U is cut out by the differentiable filtration %, V by i^ such that ^ is a
neighborhood of K, i^ of K. By Proposition 9. i we may compound the two differentiable nitrations ^U on U, ^ on V to obtain a single differentiable filtration^ on M
/^»^
such that^ contains ^ as a subfiltration, H^ contains ^ as a subfiltration. Consequently
/•%»/
^,
^
the pair of differentiable nitrations i^y H^ give^rise^to a pairing
M ^ Y

.'[
Y

<•-»»-/ /^»^

and KcY,KcY are complementary subfiltrations giving rise to a commutative diagram
Y D K
t<?'
ni
^ t M ^ X
ui
^<p
/^»h/
(~^/

K : X

But, in this situation, lemma 10.3 applies, yielding similarity-equivalences <i,'ysuch that
Y 3 K

is commutative.

This proves that ii^', i^ is a realization (up to similarity) of the pairing,
M"4.X
^
/^/

X

proving the theorem.
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The existence of Morse functions with prescribed data. — The set of integers
J=C;0. " ' , J n )

will be called the data of a Morse function/on the manifold M^ if/has precisely^ critical
points of index k.
The data of a cell filtration X will be a set of integers J=={JQ, . . .,jn} such that X
has precisely j\ cells of dimension k.
An application of the existence theorem for oriented manifolds is the following:
Proposition (10.8). — Let M.n be an oriented manifold without boundary, n^>7.
Then there exists a Morse function/on Mn with prescribed data J, if and only if there
/"-^
is a pairing of X, X to M" such that the data of the cell filtration X is J.
(Thus: the question of existence of Morse functions on M" with prescribed data,
J, is a simple-homotopy-theoretic question; it is rephraseable as a question involving
only the simple-homotopy type of M71.)
This generalizes the theorem of Smale regarding existence of Morse functions with
prescribed data on simply connected manifolds to the non-simply connected case. It
follows immediately from the existence theorem.
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CHAPTER XI

THE STABLE THEORY
In the case where n is large compared to dim X, the theory of ^-dimensional
neighborhoods over X admits a certain amount of completeness using only standard
<c
general position ?9 techniques of stable differential topology. One may obtain these
results (the notations being these of chap. I):
/~^
1) The map t : ./(^(X^-^KC^X) which assigns to each neighborhood over X
its stable tangent bundle (considered as a differentiable manifold, every neighborhood
of X has a tangent bundle which may be regarded as a stable vector bundle over X)
is an isomorphism of sets.
2) If N is a stable neighborhood of X (i.e. an n-dimensional neighborhood for n
large compared to dim X) and aut(N) is the group of isotopy classes of differentiable
automorphisms of N homotopic to the identity, then
aut(N)»[X,OJ {n large).
3) Fairly easily, using only stable techniques, one may get the " stable "
neighborhood theorem:
If f: X-»Y is a simple homotopy equivalence of cell filtrations, then f induces
an isomorphism:
/(n) ^^^.y^Y).

4) If f: M^-^X is a simple homotopy equivalence of a differentiable manifold M^
with a cell filtration X, and n is large compared to k and dim X, then any stable neighborhood Nee/F^X) is diffeomorphic with a differentiable {n—A;)-cell bundle over M^,
and conversely, any differentiable (n—k) -cell bundle over M^ is diffeomorphic with a
stable neighborhood of X.
5) One of the main applications of 3), 4) is a strengthening of a theorem of
Whitehead so that it applies to differentiable manifolds:
Theorem, — Let /: M^M^ be a simple homotopy equivalence of the two differentiable manifolds M^, M^. Then if n is large compared to k, the map/induces a
differentiable isomorphism:
y(n) rD^M^D^M^)
where D^M) is the set of differentiable n-cell bundles over M, considered as a collection
of differentiable manifolds.
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This chapter is independent of the nonstable theory and has, as objective, the
proof of the five statements above. Many of the results obtained are extendable to
the " metastable range 9? (i.e. yz»3/2 dimX).
Existence of stable filtration. — Compared to the nonstable situation it is an utter
triviality to show that enough stable filtrations exist:
Proposition (11.1). — Let n'>_2k-}-2. If /: X-^M^ is a continuous map of a
A-dimensional cell filtration X into an ^-dimensional differentiable manifold M^, there
is a differentiable cell filtration N&yr^X), an imbedding (B : N-^M" and a projection
map n : N->X such that

"t^

N c M"
X

is homotopy commutative. The differentiable submanifold U==P(N) is unique up
to differentiable isotopy of M71 (dependent only upon the homotopy class off).
Proof. — Nn is defined inductively in terms of the length of XeJ^L Assume, then
X=Xu^D 8

and 7z>2A;+2. Assume that /(X)==v and N" has been defined on all elements of ^'w
of length less than v.
r"^.'
<^^
/^>>/
Therefore N^X^^N is defined, and we may assume NcM" uniquely up to
y^/
domain automorphism and range isotopy. Let 9 : (W-^X represent the element
[<p]67T^(X).

But
(11.2)

7r^,(X)^^_,(N)^7T^^N).

These isomorphisms follow from standard homotopy considerations and the inequalities
k>s, n'>_2k-{-1.
By general positionality and (i i. 2) it follows that there is a differentiable imbedding
9 : BD^BN
/-^/ an( t e
_
representing M^TTs-i^^)
^ ^ differentiable isotopy class of cp is unique. Since
/"*'»>/
N»Co is a mapping cylinder over X and dim'K-[-s<n, there is a continuous mapping
9' : D^M" extending 9 : 8D8 -> ^NcM" such that if W is the closure of Mn—N,
then 9' : D'-^WcM" and 9' is homotopic to f considered as maps,
/.^(D^D^-^W.aW).
Since s is small compared with n, there is a differentiable imbedding
^ : (D8, aD^-^W, BW) which is homotopic to 9' and such that
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(i) ^1^=9.
(ii) ^(D^naW^q^D 8 ).
(iii) ^(D8) meets ^W transversally.
This imbedding ^ : D^W is unique up to isotopy class, by general positionality.
Let TT : U->D8 exhibit UcW as a transverse tubular neighborhood ofD 8 in W.
By the tubular neighborhood lemma, up to range isotopy, U is unique.
Since any cell bundle over D8 is trivial, there is a natural isomorphism

where p is projection onto the first factor.
Defining N = N u U = N u ^ D 8 X D""8 expresses NcM" as a neighborhood of X
imbeddable uniquely in M^ up to domain automorphism and range isotopy. Clearly
this neighborhood N satisfies the stipulations of (11.1).
There is one special case of (11.1) to be singled out. That is, when M^^R^.
Then all maps f : X-^I^ are homotopic, so we may as well chooser to be the constant
map. Then the neighborhood of X obtained via (11.1) will be called the canonical
neighborhood of X, denoted N^X). N"(X) plays the role of a canonical tubular
neighborhood of X " imbedded 9? in ^-dimensional Euclidean space. Its underlying
combinatorial structure will be isomorphic with a " regular neighborhood 5? of K rectilinearly imbedded in Euclidean space (in the sense ofWhitehead [13]) if X is a filtration
coming from a finite simplical complex K.
If X is a filtration coming from a (^-compatible triangulation of a differentiable
manifold M, then N^X) is difierentiably isomorphic with a compact cell-bundle
neighborhood of M imbedded differentiably in R". This will show, for instance, that
the differentiable structure on such a cell bundle neighborhood is dependent only on
the underlying combinatorial structure of M. (In fact, it is dependent only upon the
simple homotopy type of M.)
By N(X) I shall mean N^X) for some n for which it is defined.
In dealing with the canonical neighborhood, these properties are useful and easily
proven:
(11.3) If W = X U y Z are cell nitrations, then

N^W) = N^(X) u^N^Z).
(11.4) If X is a reordering of Y, N^X) is a reordering of N^Y).
(11.5) Let Ne^T^X) such that n>2 dim X + 2 . I f N is differentiably imbeddable in R", then N^N^X).
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(n.6) If K is a finite simplicial complex, K the cell filtration induced by K,
U the simplicial regular neighborhood of K as rectilinearly imbedded in R" (n large),
then U is diffeomorphic with N^K).
The compatibility of the two definitions of simple homotopy type for simplicial
complexes.
Proposition (11.7). — If K, L are simplicial complexes, K, "L the cell filtrations
to which they give rise, /: K-^L a continuous map, then /: K->L is a simple homotopy
equivalence (of simplicial complexes) if and only if /: K->L is a simple homotopy
equivalence (of cell filtrations).
Proof. — One way is essentially immediate.

/"»^/

/-»^/

I shall concentrate on proving that

if /: K->L is a simple homotopy equivalence, so is /: K-^L.
The above proposition follows from the three results immediately following
(combined with the classical theorem asserting the uniqueness of the combinatorial
equivalence class of smooth triangulations of a differentiable manifold).
Lemma (n.8). — If i : X->X* is an elementary expansion, then
N^z) : N^X) -> N"(X*)
is isotopic to a difFeomorphism.
Proof. — Standard use of general positionality.
Proposition (11.9). — If X, Ye^" are of the same simple homotopy type,
then NTOwN^Y) <( as differentiable manifolds 59 .
Proposition 11.9 follows by repeated application of Lemma n.8.
(n.io) If K is a cell filtration coming from a smooth triangulation, K, of the
differentiable manifold N which is a neighborhood of the cell filtration X, then /: K->X,
the continuous map induced by a projection, n : N-^X, is a simple homotopy equivalence
of cell filtrations.
Stable neighborhoods and simple homotopy type. — In contrast to the difficulty of proof of the nonstable neighborhood theorem, the stable version is trivial:
Stable Neighborhood Theorem. — Let /: X->Y be a simple homotopy
equivalence of cell filtrations; let 72>2dim/+i. Then there is induced a bijective
differentiable isomorphism
/ : ^(X) -> ^(Y)

which is functorial for simple homotopy equivalences, and characterized by:
If /: X-^X* is an elementary expansion, then (/) is isotopic to/^.
Proof. — Prove it for an elementary expansion, and then use functoriality.
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The relationship between neighborhoods and vector bundles. — Let V^X)
be the set of A-plane bundles over X, a cell filtration. There is a map
a : V^X) X^X) ^^-^(X).

The neighborhood (J(T], r^e^^X), for-^eV^X), Ne^T(X) may be obtained
as follows:
Let TT : N—»-X be a projection map, and TT* : V^X)-^^!^) represent pull-back
of vector bundles. Then TI:*(Y]) is equivalent to a differentiable vector bundle ^ over N,
and ^ is unique up to differentiable vector bundle isomorphism. Let p : D(7])->N be
the unique differentiable A-cell bundle over N associated to S. Let M be the filtered
object,
M=(Mo, . . . , M J
where

M^p-^^cD^)

if N=(No, . . . , N J , N — N ^ u ^ x D ^ .
Since p : D(T])->N is a differentiable cell bundle,

^(D^ x D^-^) = (D^ x D"-^) x D^
=D^ xD^-^-^-^.
Therefore M is a differentiable cell bundle and an (n+A;)-dimensional neighborhood
of X. Define CT(T],N)=M. I shall sometimes write M=N71.
Suspensions, and automorphisms of stable filtrations. — In this section a
" Suspension Theorem 5? will be proved.
Natural c( suspension 5? maps:

j^CX)-^^)
j, : a{M}->a{jM}
for Me^^^X) will be defined, where a {M} is the group ofisotopy classes of filtrationpreserving differentiable automorphisms of M. It will then be shown that these maps
are bijections if
72 J> 2 dim X + i •
All arguments used are elementary, and the matter is methodically reduced to the
stability of the homotopy groups of orthogonal groups.
Let /( : A-^B be an isotopy and VcA$ the isotopy^j is called V-rigid i f y i j V
is the identity for all t. If 9 : BD8 X D^-^V^-1 is an imbedding, let 9 = 9 ] BD8 X {o},
and denote by Is(<p) the set of (&D8 X {o}) -rigid isotopy classes of imbeddings
^ : BD8 xD^-'-^W^ 1 such that <p==^.
Let M be a differentiable cell decomposition. Then a { M } will denote the set
of isotopy classes of filtration-preserving automorphisms of M.
79
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(ii.n) (The cc suspension " maps j.)
If 9 is as above, ^els(<p), let
^ X i : BD8 x D^8 x D^W^1 x D1
be the map (^ x i) (^ j») = (^(A:), j/) for ^eBD8 x D^8, j/eD1.
We have then a map
j:ls((p)->ls((pxi)
given by ^ ( ^ ) = ^ X i . It clearly behaves well with respect to isotopy equivalence.
If X is a cell filtration, define a map
j^TO^r^X)

j(N) =N l w - n

as follows:
Clearly

m>_n

if NeJ^X).

^(X) -^ J/^(X)

is commutative.
If MeJ^X), and
^^^•^^^^-(X),

there is a map

j^ : a{M}->a{jM}

given as follows:
The total space jM is a trivial bundle over M. Choosing a particular trivialization
of^'M, any filtration preserving automorphism of M gives rise to such an automorphism
ofjM (extending it via the identity automorphism of the fibre).
Let i : 0^->0^ be the inclusion map of the ^-dimensional orthogonal group Oy,
in 0,.
Let i : 7^(OJ->7r (0^) denote the induced map on homotopy groups.
Let /^D'-^O,^ be a differentiable map. Then
Of : BD8 x D^-^D8 x D^8
is the differentiable automorphism
a^y) = {xj{x) .j)

for x^D8^^-8,

where multiplication denotes the action of C\_g on J)n~s considered as the unit cell
in P/*-8.
It is elementary that the differentiable isotopy class of di is dependent only upon
the homotopy class ofy, giving rise to a map of TCg_i(0^_g) onto linear isotopy classes
of bundle-automorphisms of BD8 X D^8 (denoted Is^ar^138 X I^"8))

^ : ^(O^^Is^jaD8 x D--8)

^Lf])^/.
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The map a is a bijection.
More generally:
If A is a differentiable manifold and E a differentiable A-plane bundle over A.
Let Is^(E) be the linear isotopy classes of bundle automorphisms of E, covering the
identity. Similarly, as above, a map a : [A, OJ->Is^(E) may be defined.
Lemma (11.12). — The map a is a bijection.
Let 9 : BD8 xD^^W^"1 be as above. Define a map
p:^_,(0,_J^Is((p)
by ?([/])= <po^els((p).
Let ^ : 8D8 X D^'-^W"1 represent an element ofls(cp). Then by the tubular
neighborhood lemma, there is an automorphism y :'Wn~l->'Wn~l isotopic to the identity,
and a linear automorphism
X : BD8 x D^-^fflD8 x D^8,
such that

BD8 x D^8

W^n-l

^D'xD^ 8 -> W^1
is commutative. It is immediate that such a X is unique up to linear isotopy, defining
a map
7] :Is(<p)->7T,_i(0^_J,
^^(X).

Lemma (11.13). — The maps
73 :Is(9)-^_i(C\_J
P :^-i(0^_J->Is(9)
are inverses of one another, and are therefore bijections.
Proof, — Immediate.
Lemma (11.14). — The diagram
Is(<p)

^l(0n-s)

I s ( ( p X i ) -> ^_i(0^_^i)
is commutative.
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Let + i : ^D'—aD8 refer to the identity map, and — i : BD'-^BD5 the map
induced from the map — i : JR^-^R5 which is defined as
(——

8

I

) (^15 ^25 • • - 3 ^s)

===

(——^15 -^29

8

• • - 5 ^s)'

8

The maps ± i : 8D ->SD extend to maps ± i : BD x D^'-^D8 x D"-' by having
them be the identity on the Dn~s factor.
Lemma (11.15). — Let n>2s—i. If /: 8D8 x D^—aD8 x D^-5 is an automorphism which is the restriction to ^D8 X D^8 of an automorphism
F rD'xD^-^D'xD^5
then f is isotopic to d= i (one of the two maps + i or — i).
The proof of (11.11) is quite easy. Recall the following elementary lemma:
Lemma (11.16). — The map
^(OJ-^(O^)
is a bijection for q<^n—2, and surjective for q=n—i.
Lemma (11.17).. — If n>_2s-}-i, 9 : 8D8 X D^-^W'"1 an imbedding then
j : Is(<p)->Is(cp X i) is a bijection.
Proposition (11.18). — (Suspension Theorem.) Let Xe^", n'>_ 2 dim X+ i. Then
the maps
^J^X)-^^4-^)
j\ : a{M} -> a {jM}
for MeJ^X)
are bijections.
Proo/'. — a) Injectivity ofj and surjectivity of^ will be proved first, by induction
on the length of X.
Let Mi, Mge^^X) and suppose g :j{M^) -^j(M^ is a filtration preserving
w

isomorphism.

It will be shown that there is an isomorphism

gQ: M^M^ such

Aatja^o)^^

This will establish both injectivity ofj and surjectivity ofj^.
Let X = (XQ, ..., X^,) and assume the proposition already verified for all filtrations
of length less than v. Let
/^^

^•= (^O? • • - 3 Xy-l)^»«^/

/'^»/

/^^/

<^»^1

Then X =Xu D8, for some integer s. Let M^ Mg be the restrictions of M^, Mg to X, so

M^M^WxD^8
M2=M2U^D S xD n - s
and

j'Mi =jMiU,^D8 X D"-5 X D1
yM^^jM^u^D 8 x D^8 x D1.

Let
82
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be the restriction of g to jM^. By the inductive assumption
^:a{Mj-.a(jMj
is surjective, and therefore there is an isomorphism

7o ^i^H?
/^»>
such that

" jj7o) »7 "•

The diagram
jBM^ 4^ BD5 x D"-8 x D^D8 x D"-8 x D1

(i 1 -^)

j'aMg 4^ a D 8 x D n - s x D l c D s x D n - s x D 1
is, of course, commutative.
By ( 1 1 . 1 5 ) .
^ : BD8 x D^8 x D1 -> BD8 x D^8 x D1
is isotopic (within BD8 x D"-8 X D1) to ± i : 8D8 X D^8 x D1 -> BD8 x D^- 8 X D1.
Therefore, the diagram
^M, 4^ B D ^ x D ^ x D 1

(11.20)

±1

?a(^o)

1
j'aMo
J
2 <- BD'xD'^-'xD

^2

is commutative up to differentiable isotopy.
By virtue of (i i . 17), in the range n>^ 2s + i, the diagram
<pi

BMi <- BD8 x D^8
(11.21)

.9o

±i

BMg <- BD^D^ 8
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is also commutative up to differentiable isotopy.
first perform an isotopy so that

(In order to apply (11.17) one must

BM, ^- BD8 x {0}
(11.22)

[g.

[±.

^2 ^ aD^o}

is actually commutative. This may be
homotopy commutative, and we are in
may be approximated by an isotopy, for
It is immediate, from (11.21) that

done by virtue of the fact that (11.22) is
a range of dimensions where any homotopy
2(J—i) +2^72—i.)
there exists an isomorphism

go '- M.-^Mg
/^/

extending ^ : M^Mg.
w
This isomorphism is unique up to isotopy, and clearly
JaC?o)»^

This proves injectivity ofj and surjectivity ofj^.
b) Injectivity ofj^ is easy, and I shall omit it. It remains to prove surjectivity ofj.
(11.23) Let 9 : 8D8 x'Dn~s+l->SjMn be an imbedding, where Me^, and
n>2s+i.

Then 9 may be changed by differentiable isotopy to 9' so that
9'(aD8 x'Dn~~s+l)cjQMnc8jMn.
Proof.

jM==MxI.
8jM=QMxIuMxSL

To prove (11.23), it suffices to

(e

remove "

9: a D ^ a M x i u M x a l
from the interior of M X ^1 (M X ^1 consists, of course, in two disjoint copies of M).
This removal may be done, inductively with respect to the filtration of M, by general
position arguments.
Let X be again of length v, and assume that surjectivity ofj has been proved for
nitrations of length less than v. Let Me^^X),

M^Mu^xD"- 8 4 ^
where

Me^+^X).

/"-^
/^^/
So, by induction, M==j'(MJ,
M^jMoU^xD"- 8 ^
and
84
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is an imbedding.

By (11.23), there is an imbedding 9' such that
9' : BD8 x D^84^ ->^Mo

and 9'^cp.

Equivalently,
9' : SD8 x D^8 x D1 -> SM.Q x D1.

Another change via isotopy will produce a map
9" : 8D8 X D^8 X D1 -> BMo x D1
such that

9" : BD8 X D^- 8 X {0} -> BMo X {o}.

Since 9 / / eIs(9' / X i), by (11.17), 9 / '«J(+) for
^ : BD8 x D^8 x {0} -> BMo X {o}.
Hence 9»j(^).
^
Denoting M^ = M^ u^ D' X Dn ~ s , clearly
jMo»M,
proving ( i i . 1 8 ) .
Prompted by (11.18), I shall call an element Me^ a stable filtration if M is a
neighborhood of Xe^" where
dim M>2 dim X+ i.
The sets a{M} have natural group structures where the group law is given by
composition.
Let M^ be a stable filtration, and j^ : a{M} -> a^M} for some large m>n+ i.
Any element Ye[M, 0^] induces an automorphism of j^M == M X D^ ^(y), defined
as in (5.1).
Therefore, there is a map
b : [M, OJ -> a^M}.
It is easily seen that b is a homomorphism of the two groups. Define
^ : [M, OJ ^ oc{M} to be u^j^b.
Proposition (11.24). — If M is a stable filtration, u : [M, OJ -> a{M} is an
%
isomorphism.
The proof of (11.24) is easy.
Stable neighborhoods.
If N is a neighborhood ofX, let TT^ : N->X be a projection ofN, and [B^ : X->N
a homotopy inverse for TT^.
Define t : ^(X^V^X) to be the map ^(N)=PNT(N) where T(N) is the
tangent bundle of N.
Let \n ; VTO-^V^X) (for m large) be the map XjS) ^(N^X), ^).
5J
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Proposition (n. 25). — Let X be a cell filtration.

If n, m are sufficiently large, then

^T"(X) 4. V"(X)

("-26)

1' X.

Y

^n+m^x)

is commutative.
Proof. — Let NeJ^X). Let ^ be a normal bundle ofN as imbedded in R^
for large k. Then v can be considered as an element in V^X). If ^ is the tangent
bundle of N5 then V®T==I^.^. Set m==/;+7z. Then
J(N)=N l A + n =N V ® T =(y(N V , ^(N)).
Since N" is imbeddable in R^, by (n.6), N^N^^X). Therefore, ^(N)==V(N)
proving (11.25).
Lemma (11.27). — Let Xe^. If n is sufficiently large,

^^(X^V^X)
is surjective.
Proof. — Letp, q be integers, large compared with dim X. Let n==p+q. Then
the map j : V^X^V^X) defined by j ( ^ ) = ^ ® i ^ is a bijection.
Choose any -^eV^X). Then T]=^©I^ for some S- Let
N=o(N^(X),S).
Then ^(N)=7j, proving (11.27).
Proposition (11.28). — Let Xe^'; n, m large integers compared with dim X.
Then all maps of the triangle

^TO^V^X)

^y\ ^ ^
y
^•^^(X)

are bijections.
Proof. — The map j is bijective by the " Suspension theorem ". The map t is
surjective by (n .27)3 and since to\^==j\ t is also injective. Therefore t is a bijection,
and it follows that X^ is bijective as well.
If^(X) is defined to be the direct limit of the sequence
^(X) -.^^(X) -.^-^(X)—...
?'
1
i

then, by (11.28), the limit is achieved " finitely 9? (i.e. as soon as n> 2 dim X + i) and the
map
^:^(X)-^KO(X)
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induced by the maps
^^(X^V^X)
is a bijecdon.

(A stable neighborhood is characterized up to filtration-preserving
/^^/
differentiable isomorphism by its tangent bundle class in KO(X).)

Stable neighborhoods of smooth triangulations of differentiable manifolds. — Consider, now, the special case where X is a cell filtration obtained by ordering the
simplices of a smooth triangulation of some differentiable manifold, W. By t(X.) I shall
mean the stable tangent bundle of the differentiable manifold W. If n>_2 dimX+ i?
then I may identify V^X) with KO(X). Since X is obtained as a triangulation ofW,
there is a differentiable cell filtration IT of W, ^e^T^X) where w==dim W. (This
is proved in Chapter VI.)
Let the map
^V^X)-^^)
be given by:

v^^j-^iT^

(the msip j~1 exists by the dimension restriction and the suspension theorem).
Lemma (11.29). — Let X be as above, n>_2 dim X + i, then v : V^X) -^^(X)
is a bijecdon. The map
v-1: J^(X) -> V"(X) » KO(X)
is given by:
v-\'N)==t{N)—t(X)

for NeJ^X)

where <(N) is the stable vector bundle class of the tangent bundle of N considered as a
differentiable manifold. Subtraction makes sense since KO(X) is a commutative group.
Proof. — Clearly the map v~1 defined in the statement of (n .29) provides a rightinverse for v. It suffices to prove that v is surjective. This is done by induction. Let
Ne^^X) and we must show that N is in the image of y, or equivalently, that there is
a projection n : N->X which exhibits N as a cell bundle over X.
Let n : N,_i-^X,_i be a cell bundle map for which (3 is the zero cross-section.
It suffices to show that after isotopy, TT may be extended to a TT' which is a cell bundle
map on N,, for which (again) (B is the zero cross-section. Thus
B D ^ x D ^ - ^ x D ^ -^> ^N,_iCN,_i

BD^xD^-^ ———> aX,_iCX,_i
^,
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It is easily seen that changing (^ by an isotopy of N,_i gives:

amxD^-^xD^ —> Tr-^x,.!)
-1

aD^xD^-^ —> ax, i
^i
Furthermore, the statement of the tubular neighborhood lemma assures us that OJ may
be changed by a further isotopy to 0^ such that if
TTo : BD^i x D^-^ X D^ -> ay* x D^-^
is the projection map exhibiting BD^ x D"-^ x D^ as a trivial A-cell bundle over
BD^xD^-^,
BD^xD^-^-xD^ —^ TT-^X,.!)

("•S®)

no

BD^ xD^-^t

<p,

^X,,,

the map 0^ is a cell bundle. Thus define
TT" : N.-.^u^D^ x Dn+k-ni -> X.^iU^.D^ x Dn-ni

to be
a;

^\N^=n

b)

7^"|D ^^ »xD ^ + A: -"»=7^o

and TC" is a cell bundle map with (B as zero cross-section.
with N,_.lU^D^xD r^ + A •-"s (11.29) follows.

Since N, is filtration isomorphic

Setting D^^W) to be the set of inequivalent bundle isomorphism classes of
differentiable {n—z^)-cell bundles over W, by the dimension restrictions already imposed,
we get:
Corollary (11.31). — The imbedding 8 : D^^W^^X) which assigns to each
TjeD^^W) the neighborhood S(T]) =^rnG^rn(X) is an isomorphism (i.e., corresponding manifolds are diffeomorphic, as well).
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Proof. — Any differentiable cell bundle TjeD^^W) is diffeomorphic (via the
" identity map 5? ) with its image 8(73).
By Lemma 11.29, 8 is a bijection.
Definition (11.32). — Let (M^, 8^) be triangulated manifolds 1=0, i. Then
/: M^->M^ is a simple homotopy equivalence if and only if 83"1/^ : K^->K^ is a simple homotopy equivalence.
If /:M^->M^ is a simple homotopy equivalence, and q>w-{-i, let
7 :Dq-n{M^^Dq~n(M^)
be the map given by YD^=D^ where 7]eKO(Mi) ^D^'^Mi) is given as
7

]==/*S+/^2—— T 1

where T^ is the stable class of the tangent bundle of M^, i== i, 2.

Clearly

yrD^M^D^M,)
is a bijection.
Corollary (n .33). — If / : M^->M^ is a simple homotopy equivalence, gj> w + i,
and 9": D^-^Mg) -^ D ^ ~ n (M^ defined as above, then for each ^eKb(M^ there is
a diffeomorphism
(n.34)

/^D^7D,.

Proo/'. — Apply Corollary 11.31 and the Stable Neighborhood Theorem. Thus
the differentiable structure of stable cell bundles over manifolds is " independent of the
simple homotopy type " of the manifold.
Corollary (11.35). — Let M^, M^ be differentiable manifolds which are combinatorially equivalent, i.e. there is a simplicial complex K and triangulations 8^ : K-^M^
and 82:K->Ma. Further, let T,eKO(M,) be the stable class of the tangent bundle
of M^ for i== i, 2, and
(11.36)

Then

^i)-^).

M^xD^M^xD^

forA>w+i.

For example, if S^ is a differentiable manifold of the homotopy type of S"1 for
w4= o, i, mod 8, then it is well known that the manifolds 271, S^ satisfy the hypotheses of
Corollary 1 1 . 3 1 , and therefore TmX'DkwSmX D^.
M. Hirsch has also obtained this result by another method.
Corollary (n .37). — Let M^ be of the same simple homotopy type as M^. Let M^
be imbedded in R^ for k> 2m + i and U^ a closed tubular neighborhood of M^, as
imbedded (1=1,2). Then

u^n.
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CHAPTER XII

THE MAPPING CYLINDER LEMMA
In this chapter I prove that neighborhoods are in some topological sense, mapping
cylinders.
I have relegated to this chapter the geometric lemma which shows that neighborhoods as defined in Chapter IV possess desired geometric properties.
The best general statement is the following:
Lemma (12.1). — Let X be a cell filtration, Ne^^X). Then there is a cell
decomposition X^ which is a member of X such that there exists a map
(T : BN-^X
and a homeomorphism
S:C,^N
(where Cy is the mapping cylinder of o) such that the natural projection Y]

c^x
induces a projection
TJOS-^T^N-^X.

There is a simplicial subdivision K of X such that if ^N is given a compatible
triangulation, a can be taken to be a simplicial map, and

S : C^N
a triangulation of N, where Cy is given its induced combinatorial structure.
If Of is the mapping cylinder of f: X->Y, let w : I xX->C^ be the natural
mapping and let

c^)==co(|>,i]xx)cq

so that C^(i)=Y,C^(o)==C^.

(12.1) shall be proved inductively on the length of neighborhoods N.
Let N be a neighborhood of Xe^, and X==XUyD 8 . Let N restrict to a
/-»^/
r^/
neighborhood N over X, and assume given
/"•s-/

/—»^

/-^/

a : 8'N-^K
^-^

/-^

and £ : CS-^N a topological isomorphism.
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We must construct maps
a : BN-^K
S : C, ^N
where KeX, and S is a topological isomorphism.
If N==Nu^D 8 xD""5, then N may be written as:
NwC^u^xD^8
where ^^S^oO.

For ease of terminology if ZCSCy is a subset, I shall call [Z X I]CCg the subset

[ZxrHco^-^z) xi}ccs.
Let A= [^(BD8 x {o}) x I]CC^.

Let

D^D^^D^o}) x l
h : aD8-^^)8 X {o}) X I

where
is given by

xec)!)8.

h{x) -==^{x, o) X {o},

Then D^ is again an .y-cell.
Let g r D ^ D ' x ^ u A c N defined by:
(i) g{x)={x,o) ifxeD8.
(ii) g{x)==u(x) if ^(aD'x^}) xl.
Let K = K u D 8 x {o}uAcN. Therefore K=Ku^D^ where g^g\8D8. Clearly,
given that filtration, KeXe^.
I must now give maps
<7 : BN->K
and

2 : C^->N.
It is most convenient to describe first the subsets
N<=S(C^))cN
By means of these N^s, G, and S will be defined.

(12.2)

for all tel.
(See Figure 4).

N < = D 5 xD^u^D8 xD^:?) x [o, ^]uC,(^).

From (12.2) it is evident that
N,=K.
The proof of lemma 12.1 will be completed by describing a map
co : BN X I->N
so that
(i)

(^:aNx{^}->N^
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is a topological isomorphism for t> i;
(ii)

coi :aNx(i}-^K.

Setting CT : 9N->K to be
(y(^)=(o(^ i ) e N i = K

FIG. 4

there is clearly a map S : Cg->N which is a topological homeomorphism, making the
diagram
B N x I -^ N
Co

commutative.
Explicit formulae for w.

I) Definition of <d on (D8 X ciD"-") x I:

^ : (D8 x 3D"-8) x {^D8 x aD^u^D8 x aD^8) x [o, i])
(i)

u(x,^ t) = {-^——x, (i -t)y\ eD8 x SD^ if ^eD8.^, ^egD"-8

(ii) ^x,^,t)=.^(—— (i-t)y\x 2t(\\x\\-i+y if .veD'-D8.^, ^eaD"-8.
\ 1 1 * - ' II

/

\

-'I

)

II) Definition of co on {aN—+(aD 8 x D^8)} x I:
Let SWxD^8 represent a nice neighborhood of ^(BD8 xD"" 8 ) in N, where
^(aD'xD^ 8 ) is identified with aD'xD?- 5 in the obvious manner.
9^
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We must define
<o : (BN—^aD 8 x D"-8)) x {t} -> BN X {t}—^8 X D^
(i)

^{x,t)=[{x,t)] if ^aD'xD^- 8 .
(I+

(ii) <o(^, ^ t)= L,
\

r

^ ) 1 1 ' : 2 1 1 ~^ ^, ^ if
1 1 ^2 1 1

^D8, ^I^-DF8.

/

(iii) ^(x^x^t)=={x^tx^t) if ^eBD8, x^-8.
It is easily seen that co | ^N x [o, i] is a homeomorphism.
This concludes (12.1).
Remark. — The maps involved above may be taken to be simplicial.
Corollary (12.3).—Let Xe^, dimX=A;, Ne^X). If i : aN->N is the injection
map,

^:^(aN)->^(N)
is a bijection for q<n—k—i.
Proof. — Since NwCg, c?N is a strong deformation retract of N — K
( N — K « a N x [ o , i]),
both surjectivity and injectivity of i^ follow by general positionality (removing
generators and relations of T^(N) from K).
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